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Abstract
Offshore wind is emerging as one of the future energy vectors. Offshore
wind power plant locations provide stronger and constant wind speed that
allows the extraction of more power compared to onshore locations. In ad-
dition, as wind turbine component transportation is less restricted to terres-
trial infrastructure, larger and more powerful wind turbines can be installed
offshore. In Europe, 1,567 MW of offshore wind power was installed in 2013.
It represents 14% of the total wind power installed in Europe.
Offshore wind power plants near the shore can be connected to the main
grid by means of conventional AC technology. However, if these wind farms
are installed further than 80-100 km, the use of AC equipment is econom-
ically infeasible due to reactive power issues. In these applications HVDC
system based on static converters can be used.
The projects built and commissioned nowadays are based on point-to-
point connections, where, each wind farm or wind farm clusters are con-
nected to the terrestrial grid individually. Consequently, these lines might
be understood as an extension of the AC system. If different offshore wind
farms are interconnected among themselves and connected at the same time
to different AC systems, for example, different countries, a DC grid is cre-
ated. This scenario creates one of the most important challenges in the
electrical power system since its creation, more than 100 years ago. The
most relevant challenges to be addressed are the stability and operation of
the DC grid and the integration and interaction with the AC grid.
This thesis addresses various aspects related to the future Multiterminal-
HVDC systems for the transmission of offshore wind power. First, voltage
control and the system operation are discussed and verified by means of
emulation using an HVDC scaled experimental platform built for this pur-
pose. Voltage stability might be endangered during contingencies due to the
different inertia time constants of the AC and the DC system. DC systems
only have the equivelent inertia of the capacitors compared to synchronous
machines rotating masses of the AC systems. Therefore, in faulty conditions
the power transmitted through the DC system must be reduced quickly and
efficiently. For this reason, in this thesis a coordinated power reduction al-
gorithm is presented taking advantage of Dynamic Braking Resistors (DBR)
connected to onshore converter stations and the ability of the power plants
to reduce the generated power.
From the AC and DC grid integration point of view, the connection point
between the offshore grid and the AC grid might be located remotely leading
to a connection with a reduced Short Circuit Ratio (SCR). In the literature
several issues regarding the connection of transistor-based power converters
to weak AC grid have been reported. In this thesis an advanced control for
Voltage Source Converters connected to weak grids is presented and tested
by means of simulations.
From the AC and DC grid interactions shown, the voltage stability is
not enough to operate a DC grid. Transmission System Operators (TSO)
operate the power flow through the cables and the power exchanged by
the power converters. In this thesis, a novel hierarchical power flow control
method is presented. The aim of the proposed power flow control is to obtain
the desired power flows by changing the voltage control set-points while the
system stability is ensured.
Finally, a control procedure for offshore wind farms based on Squirrel Cage
Induction Generators connected to a single power converter is introduced.
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Resum
L’energia eo`lica marina emergeix com un dels vectors energe`tics del futur.
Les localitzacions eo`liques marines proporcionen vens me´s forts i constants
que les terrestres, cosa que permet extreure me´s pote`ncia. A me´s a me´s, els
aerogeneradors marins poden ser me´s grans i me´s potents ja que es redu-
eixen les limitacions de ga`lib existent en les infraestructures terrestres. A
tall d’exemple, l’any 2013 a Europa es van instal.lar 1.567 MW de pote`ncia
eo`lica marina, cosa que representa un 14% de la pote`ncia eo`lica instal.lada
a Europa. Els parcs eo`lics marins poden ser connectats a la xarxa ele`ctrica
terrestre utilitzant aparamenta convencional de corrent alterna, pero` quan
la distancia amb la costa excedeix els 80-100 km l’u´s d’aquesta tecnologia
es torna econo`micament inviable degut a l’energia reactiva generada en els
conductors. Per solucionar aquest problema, s’emparen els sistemes en cor-
rent continua basats en convertidors esta`tics.
Els projectes constru¨ıts o projectats a dia d’avui es basen en esquemes de
connexio´ punt-a-punt, on, cada parc eo`lic o agrupacio´ de parcs eo`lics es tro-
ba connectat a la xara terrestre individualment. En consequ¨e`ncia, l’operacio´
d’aquestes l´ınies es pot considerar com una extensio´ de la xarxa d’alterna.
Pero`, si s’interconnecten diferents parc eo`lics amb diferents xarxes terres-
tres d’alterna (per exemple, diferents pa¨ısos) en corrent continua, s’obtenen
xarxes en corrent continua. Aquest nou escenari crea un dels majors reptes
des de la creacio´ dels sistema ele`ctric de potencia, ara fa me´s de 100 anys.
Entre aquests reptes hi ha l’estabilitat i l’operacio´ dels sistemes en corrent
cont´ınua i la seva integracio´ i coexiste`ncia amb les xarxes en corrent alterna.
En la present tesis s’han estudiat diferents aspectes dels futurs sistemes
multiterminal en alta tensio´ en corrent cont´ınua (HVDC, en angle`s) per la
transmissio´ de potencia generada mitjanc¸ant parcs eo`lics marins. Primera-
ment, es descriu el control de tensio´ i els modes d’operacio´ dels sistemes
multiterminal i es verifiquen en una plataforma experimental constru¨ıda per
aquest propo`sit. L’estabilitat de tensio´ dels sistemes en corrent continua, es
pot veure afectada durant una falta a la xarxa d’alterna degut a la redu¨ıda
ine`rcia dels sistemes multiterminal, nome´s formada pels condensadors dels
convertidors i els cables. Aix´ı la pote`ncia que no pot injectar a la xarxa ha de
ser redu¨ıda de forma ra`pida i eficient. Per aixo`, en aquesta tesis es presenta
un sistema coordinat de reduccio´ de pote`ncia que utilitza la resiste`ncia de
frenat dels convertidors de connexio´ a la xarxa i els me`todes de reduccio´ de
pote`ncia dels parcs eo`lics.
Des del punt de vista de la integracio´ de les xarxes en continua i en alterna,
el punt d’interconnexio´ pot estar localitzat llunys dels grans centres de ge-
neracio´, la qual cosa implica tenir una pote`ncia de curtcircuit molt redu¨ıda.
En la bibliografia cient´ıfica s’han descrit diverses problema`tiques a l’hora de
connectar un convertidor de commutacio´ forc¸ada a les xarxes de`bils. Per tal
de pal.liar aquests inconvenients, en aquesta tesis es presenta un algorisme
avanc¸at de connexio´ de convertidors a xarxes de`bils basat en control vecto-
rial.
Des del punt de vista de les interaccions i interoperabilitat dels sistemes en
corrent alterna i continua, no n’hi ha suficient en garantir l’estabilitat, ja que
el propo`sit finals dels operadors de xarxa e´s fer fluir una potencia a traves
de la xarxa per tal de satisfer la demanda. Per aquest propo`sit en aquesta
tesis es presenta un control jera`rquic de control del flux de pote`ncia que fixa
el flux de pote`ncia a traves d’una xarxa multiterminal canviant les consignes
del control primari, tot assegurant l’estabilitat del sistema.
Per tancar la tesis, es presenta un nou controlador per parcs eo`lics basats
en aerogeneradors de ga`bia d’esquirol controlats per un sol convertidor.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Over the last decades world climate conditions have experienced alarming
changes, such as the constant temperature increase since 1971 or the deser-
tification of certain parts of the Earth. According to the Intergovernmental
Panel on Climate Change (IPCC), it is ”extremely likely” that the human
influence was the dominant cause of global warming between 1951 and 2010
[1]. This period matches with the global industrialization process started
after the Second World War. One of the main causes of this climate change
is the enormous amount of greenhouse effect gases that are released to the
atmosphere every year. Electrical energy and heat production have an im-
portant role in the greenhouse gases mix. It represents 27% of the total
greenhouse effect gasses released in Europe in 2012 [2].
To counteract the human effects different governmental programs have
been launched worldwide. One of the most ambitious projects is the Euro-
pean 20-20-20 targets program. This program has three main key points: to
reduce greenhouse gas emissions by 20% compared to 1990 level, to raise the
share of EU energy consumption produced from renewable resources to 20%
and to improve the EU’s energy efficiency by 20% [3]. From the previous
points, it can be deduced that the electrical generation mix needs to become
less-carbon intensive.
One of the most fastest-growing renewable electrical generation technolo-
gies is the wind-based power plants, especially in offshore locations. At the
end of 2013 there were 6,562 MW of offshore power installed [4] in Europe,
of which 1,567 MW was installed in 2013. Some advantages of installing
wind power plants offshore are: the availability of more powerful and con-
stant wind resources, fewer transport and logistic problems and less acoustic
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and visual pollution among others. On the other hand, offshore wind power
plants are most costly than onshore wind power plants.
There are many engineering challenges related to offshore wind farms. In
the electrical engineering field, the integration of these power plants to the
main AC grid represents one of the biggest challenges and breakthrough in
power system engineering from the last decades. If traditional AC (Alter-
nating Current) technology is used, large amounts of reactive power appear
in the conductors, even if no active power is transmitted. This phenomenon
is due to the capacitive effect created between the submarine cables and the
undersea environment.
Reactive power can be compensated using inductances, but from an eco-
nomic point of view, there is a critical distance that makes the use of DC
(Direct Current) more attractive. The critical distance depends on each par-
ticular case but it is located around 100 km [5]. Until recently, High Voltage
Direct Current (HVDC) transmission systems were based on current-fed
Line Commuted Converters (LCC). New converter topologies and lower-
priced fast-switching semiconductors recently made possible to build voltage
source converter (VSC) based HVDC transmission systems. The benefits of
using VSC are the ability to independently control the active and reactive
power while reducing the size of the output filters needed to have a low har-
monic distortion, and has a smaller foot print compared to LCC technology
[6, 7, 8, 9]. However, research using current-based converters is on-going
[10, 11].
Most of the existing HVDC transmission systems use point-to-point con-
nections [12]. This means that each wind farm converter is directly con-
nected to the main AC grid by means of a DC cable. The opportunity
to create new DC grids [13] offshore both interconnecting different countries
and transmitting all the wind power generated have increased the interest in
converting point-to-point connections to meshed DC grids. The connection
of different wind farms and different onshore AC grids can be performed with
a common DC grid based on a Multiterminal-HVDC (MT-HVDC) or DC
grid arrangement, where the terminals are wind farms or grid connections.
2
1.1 Research motivation
1.1 Research motivation
Considering this future scenario, the main goals of this thesis are:
• To understand the existent HVDC, HVAC and wind farm technology
(hardware, control...) and its integration and interaction.
• To obtain rigorous models for the DC and AC grid, and the wind
turbines including the power converter and their control systems.
• To design and build an experimental platform for an MT-HVDC sys-
tem used to study the different DC voltage control algorithms for MT-
HVDC systems.
• To study the power flow control in a DC system ensuring grid stability
and interactions with the AC grid.
• To study possible power reductions methods and implementations for
a MT-HVDC system in case of an AC contingency.
• To understand the weak grids phenomena (stability, electrical limits...)
and to propose solutions for the control of a VSC connected to a weak
grid.
• To propose new control procedures for offshore wind farms equipped
with squirrel cage and fed by a unique power converter.
1.2 Thesis Contributions
The main thesis contributions of this thesis are
• Verification of the basic control structures and operation modes for an
HVDC system by means of an experimental platform design and built
for this purpose.
• A power reduction coordinated scheme between the HVDC Dinamic
Braking Resistor and the wind farm has been proposed. The con-
trollers have been designed avoiding the limit cycle existence by mean
of the describing function.
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• A novel hierarchical power flow control system for MT-HVDC grid,
inspired in the traditional AC control system, is proposed.
• A non-linear control for VSC connected to weak grid based on vector
control is presented and verified by means of simulations.
• A Control procedure for wind farm based on squirrel cage induction
generators and connected to a single power converter is presented and
verified by means of simulations.
1.3 Thesis Outline
The thesis is organized in 9 chapters. Chapter 2 presents the different AC
(L and LC coupling filter) and DC grid (Back-to-Back, 2 terminal and 4
terminal grid) models and their control structures based on vector control.
Chapter 3 presents the MT-HVDC operation points according to the control
equations and the power converter limits. Chapter 4 deals with the design
and validation of an MT-HVDC experimental platform under some scenar-
ios. Chapters 5 and 6 deal with DC system-specific problems. Chapter 5
presents a coordinated power reduction method that allows control of the
DC voltage during an AC contingencies. Chapter 6 analyses the weak grid
problem and proposes a modified vector control scheme. Chapter 7 presents
the hierarchical power flow control for MT-HVDC systems. Chapter 8 in-
troduces the new control procedure for squirrel cage-based wind farms con-
troller by means of a single power converter.Finally, chapter 9 summarises
the thesis results and elaborates the conclusions.
1.4 Work developed during this PhD
This thesis has been carried out in the research group CITCEA-UPC, part of
the Electrical Engineering Department of the Technical University of Catalo-
nia. The work has been supported by a PFI grant from Ministerio de Econo-
mia y competitividad under the project ”Sistemas multiterminal de corriente
continua en alta tension (HVDC) para la integracion de energias renovables
en la red electrica” with the project reference ENE2009-08555. Also, the
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author has collaborated in the industrial projects Vendaval II, developed for
Alstom Wind and the research projects KIC InnoEnergy Smartpower and
the project ”Sistemas de transporte electrico para grandes centrales eolicas
marinas” funded by Ministerio de Economia y competitividad the under the
reference ENE2012-33043. Furthermore, the author has collaborated in the
CIGRE working group B4-58 (Devices for Load Flow Control and Method-
ologies for Direct Voltage Control in a Meshed HVDC Grid) and has been a
member of the Electrical Engineering Department Board, as student repre-
sentative, and a member of the Technical Catalan Society (SCT-IEC) Board
and President of the local PES-IEEE Barcelona’s chapter.
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HVDC basic modelling and control
2.1 Introduction
This chapter presents the models and controls used throughout the thesis.
These structures represent the state of the art in transistor-based vector
control, especially focussing on HVDC systems. From the modelling point of
view, the VSC average model and several AC and DC models are introduced,
including
• Average power converter model
• DC grid models
– Back-to-Back
– HVDC Link (two terminal system)
– MT-HVDC grid (four terminal, three line system)
• AC grid models
– Inductive coupling filter (L) + Thevenin grid equivalent
– Inductive-capacitive coupling filter (LC) + Thevenin grid equiv-
alent
From the control point of view, the basic current control (or inner loop)
for a VSC converter is explained. In addition, the possible outer control
loop depending on their control propose is commented on, including:
• VSC basic control (AC Current loop and PLL)
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• AC voltage generation (for offshore grid voltage generation)
• Proportional-Integral DC bus controller
• Droop DC bus controller
• Active power controller (for AC or DC sides)
2.2 VSC average model
Although the VSC converter is based on the discrete states of the switching
of the IGBTs, for control design and power system analysis purposes it is
convenient to derive a more simplified equivalent model. A simplified model
can be derived by decoupling the DC and AC parts of the converter as
illustrated in Figure 2.1 [14]. The DC side is modelled as a controlled current
source, while the AC side is modelled with a three-phase AC voltage source.
This models reflects the power converter behaviour at low frequencies, for
this reason, this model is often called low frequency power converter model
or average power converter model.
VSC VSC
vlbn
vlcn
vlan
Iin1
vlab
vlbc
vlab
Iin1
Figure 2.1: Voltage Source Converter average model
The current source in the DC side reflects the active power exchanged
between the AC and the DC side and assures system power balance. The
DC current of the source can be computed by neglecting converter losses as
Iin1 =
P1
E1
(2.1)
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where Iin1 is the current injected in the power converter DC side, E1 is the
DC side voltage and P1 is the active power in the AC side.
2.3 AC grid coupling filter models
In order to avoid a shortcircuit between the VSC and the AC grid, the power
converter cannot be directly connected. For this reason, a coupling filter is
required. The most typical filters for HVDC applications are the L filter, but
when a VSC is connected to a weak grid or an offshore wind farm a capacitor
is needed in order to control the voltage. In this section the models of the
L and LC filter are presented in the synchronous reference frame.
2.3.1 Park transformation
The electrical quantities in the abc frame are useful in a number of applica-
tions but has an oscillating nature. For the controller design it is useful to
have constant quantities. This can be achieved by using the Park transfor-
mation [15] and the so-called Synchronous Reference Frame (SRF).
The Park transformation is given by
[xqd0] = [Tqd0] [xabc] (2.2)
and its inverse
[xabc] = [Tqd0]
−1 [xqd0] (2.3)
where xabc is a vector with the three-phase quantities in the abc frame and
xqd0 is a vector with the transformed quantities in the qd0 frame.
The transformation matrix T (θ) can be written as
T (θ) =
2
3
cos (θ) cos
(
θ − 2pi3
)
cos
(
θ + 2pi3
)
sin (θ) sin
(
θ − 2pi3
)
sin
(
θ + 2pi3
)
1
2
1
2
1
2
 (2.4)
and its inverse
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T−1(θ) =
 cos (θ) sin (θ) 1cos (θ − 2pi3 ) sin (θ − 2pi3 ) 1
cos
(
θ + 2pi3
)
sin
(
θ + 2pi3
)
1
 (2.5)
The Park transformation can be also seen as a geometric transformation
which combines the Clarke transformation and a rotation. In this thesis the
q-axis is related to the torque or the active power and the d-axis is related
to the magnetizing current or reactive power depending on the application.
2.3.2 L coupling filter
The coupling inductance provides current smoothing for the current from/to
the power converter. Figure 2.2 shows the model of a VSC to the AC grid
by means of an inductive filter. Its dynamic equation representation is
LlRl Ilabc
vlabc  
PCC
vzabc  
VSC
Figure 2.2: Model of a VSC connected to the AC grid by means of an L
coupling filter
d
dt
[
ilq
ild
]
=
[
−RlLl −ω
ω −RlLl
][
ilq
ild
]
+
[
− 1Ll 0 1Ll 0
0 − 1Ll 0 1Ll
]
vlq
vld
vzq
vzd
 (2.6)
where vzqd are the qd components of the voltage vzabc at the PCC (Point
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of Common Coupling), Zl = Rl + ωLl is the resistance and reactance of
the coupling inductance, vlqd is qd components of the voltage applied by the
power converter, ilqd is the current through the coupling filter and ω is the
grid frequency.
2.3.3 LC coupling filter
The LC coupling filter provides voltage smoothing as well as current filter-
ing. For modern HVDC power converters an inductive filter is theoretically
enough, but when this power converter is facing to a weak grid or an offshore
wind farm a capacitor near the converter is needed in order to control the
AC voltage. Also, it is assumed that after the capacitor an inductive-based
component is connected as a weak grid or a cable. Figure 2.3 presents the
model of an LC filter.
LlRl Ilabc
vlabc  
PCC
vzabc  
LzRz Izabc
vyabc  Cf
Figure 2.3: Model of a VSC connected to the AC grid by means of a LC
coupling filter
The dynamic equation in the synchronous reference frame equations of an
AC filter connected to an inductive element are
x˙lc = Alcxlc +Blculc (2.7)
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where Alc and Blc are
Alc =

−RlLl −ω 1Ll 0 0 0
ω −RlLl 0 1Ll 0 0
− 1Cf 0 0 −ω 1Cf 0
0 − 1Cf ω 0 0 1Cf
0 0 − 1Lz 0 −RzLz −ω
0 0 0 − 1Lz ω −RzLz

(2.8)
Blc =

− 1Ll 0 0 0
0 − 1Ll 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 1Lz 0
0 0 0 1Lz

(2.9)
and the state and input vectors are
xlc = [ilq ild vzq vzd izq izd]
T (2.10)
ulc = [vlq vld vyq vyd]
T (2.11)
where Cf is the shunt filter capacity, vyqd are the qd components of the vyabc
voltage, izqd are the qd components of the current through the grid Thevenin
equivalent model Zz = Rz + ωLz.
2.4 DC grid modelling
In this section the modelling of the DC grid is presented. As introduced in
section 2.2, the VSC interacts in the DC grid as a current source. There-
fore, the DC grid model inputs are currents. Transmission cables have been
emulated using a pi equivalent. First, the model of a VSC back-to-back
structure is presented. After the two and four terminal models used for the
MT-HVDC systems are introduced.
For the power transmission systems, as the power converter has an im-
portant amount of capacitance, it has been considered that the capacitance
of the pi equivalent cable is integrated into the converter capacity. Further-
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more, the resistance and inductance of the positive and negative conductor
is in only one impedance.
2.4.1 Back-to-back model
The back-to-back structure is one of the most-used configurations for VSC
converters. It consist of the connection of two VSC for the DC side by means
of a capacitor. It permits the connection of an electrical device to an AC grid
eliminating the frequency dependency. For example, modern electrical drives
as trains, or wind turbines use back-to-back structures to vary the rotational
speed of the electrical machine without AC grid interactions. The same
concept is applicable for high voltage systems, where HVDC back-to-back
structures are used to connect asynchronous systems that work at different
frequencies or the voltage angle difference is too large. Figure 2.4 shows a
VSC Back-to-Back model, where its dynamic equation is
dE1
dt
=
[
1
C1
1
C1
] [Iin1
Iin2
]
(2.12)
where C1 is the DC bus capacitor capacity.
C1
VSC2VSC1
E1  
Iin2Iin1
Figure 2.4: VSC Back-to-back model
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2.4.2 Two terminal grid model
The two terminal grid for HVDC lines consists of two power converters
connected by an cable or overhead line. This is the typical structure for
HVDC links for onshore and offshore connections. Figure 2.5 shows the
scheme of the modelled line.
R1 
C1
L1
C2
VSC2VSC1
E1  E2  
Iin2Iin1 I1
Figure 2.5: Two terminals DC grid modelled system
The dynamic equation of the two terminals scheme is
d
dt
E1I1
E2
 =
 0 −
1
C1
0
1
L1
−R1L1 − 1L1
0 1C2 0

E1I1
E2
+

1
C1
0
0 0
0 1C2
[Iin1
Iin2
]
(2.13)
where R1 and L1 are the resistance and inductance value of the DC cable.
2.4.3 Four terminal grid
The four terminal scheme studied in this thesis consist of four power con-
verters connected by means of three cables as is shown in Figure 2.6.
The dynamics equation of the four terminals scheme is
x˙4t = A4tx4t +B4tu4t (2.14)
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R1 
C1
L1
R
2
L
2
C2
C3 C4
L3 L3
VSC2VSC1
VSC3 VSC4
E1  E2  
E4  E3  
Iin2Iin1 I1
I2
Iin3 Iin4I3
Figure 2.6: Four terminals DC grid modelled system
where the matrix gains are
A4t =

0 0 0 0 − 1C1 − 1C1 0
0 0 0 0 1C2 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 1C3 − 1C3
0 0 0 0 0 0 1C4
1
L1
− 1L1 0 0 −R1L1 0 0
1
L2
0 − 1L2 0 0 −R2L2 0
0 0 1L3 − 1L3 0 0 −R3L3

(2.15)
B4t =

1
C1
0 0 0
0 1C2 0 0
0 0 1C3 0
0 0 0 1C4
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0

(2.16)
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and the state and input vectors are
x4t = [E1 E2 E3 E4 I1 I2 I3]
T (2.17)
u4t = [Iin1 Iin2 Iin3 Iin4]
T (2.18)
2.5 VSC basic control
The VSC allows us to control two electrical variables in the qd frame allowing
us to control active and reactive power separately. content voltage at the
PCC. Active power reference, in HVDC systems, it is adjusted to regulate
the DC bus voltage and to ensure the power balance, i.e. the power injected
into the grid has to be the same as the generated power.
The applied control scheme in this thesis is based on a two-level cascaded
control system, the lower level controller allows us to regulate the AC current
in the q and d components. This level is also known as current loop or inner
loop and it is the basic control loop for a VSC. In HVDC applications, two
possible control purposes can be found for the high level control:
• AC voltage creation: High level controllers focus on the creation of an
AC grid side that dedicates both current components, ilqd, to creating a
new AC voltage with a preset angle and angular velocity. This control
structure is used to create an AC grid in offshore wind farms.
• DC voltage control: High level controllers focused on the DC side
dedicate a current component (ilq) to regulate the DC voltage and
ensure DC system stability. Furthermore, the other current component
ild controls the voltage or the reactive power at the PCC. This is the
typical control structure for VSC connecting DC systems with the
main AC grid.
.
The controllers deal with currents and voltages in the qd reference frame
rotating to adjust the electrical grid angle. For this reason, a Phase Locked
Loop (PLL) to track the grid angle is required.
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2.5.1 AC current control
In this section the control of the current through an L coupling filter is
presented. The control objective is to control the ilabc current applying a
voltage vlabc with the power converter. The plant equations are described
in 2.3.2, where it is clear that there exist a coupling between the q and d
components of voltages and currents. In order to control the ilq and ild there
are two main different control approaches:
• Multi-variable control, controlling the q and d components with a single
two dimension controller.
• Decoupling and independently controlling q and d components.
The present text uses the second approach of decoupling and controlling
ilq and ild separately. Assuming that the control system is oriented with
the d-axis component of the voltage at the PCC (vzd = 0), the q and d
components can be decoupled as
[
vlq
vld
]
=
[
−vˆlq + vzq − llωild
−vˆld + llωilq
]
(2.19)
where vˆlq and vˆld are the outputs of the current controllers and vlq and vld
are the voltages to be applied by the converter. Substituting in 2.6
[
vˆlq
vˆld
]
=
[
Rl 0
0 Rl
][
ilq
ild
]
+
[
Ll 0
0 Ll
]
d
dt
[
ilq
ild
]
(2.20)
Applying the Laplace transformation, the transfer function between the
controller voltages and converter currents can be derived as
[
ilq(s)
ild(s)
]
=
[
1
Lls+Rl
0
0 1Lls+Rl
][
vˆlq(s)
vˆld(s)
]
(2.21)
The controller can be designed using the Internal Model Control technique
[16], resulting the following controller
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Kil(s) =
Kp−ils+Kp−pl
s
(2.22)
where the constants can be calculated as
Kp−il =
Ll
τil
(2.23)
Ki−il =
Rl
τil
(2.24)
where τil is the closed loop time constant of the electrical system. This
constant must be chosen considering the converter physical restrictions. It
is usual to define it a number of times (5-10 for example) slower than the
converter switching frequency. The state-space representation of the inner
loop controller using a PI controller is
x˙il = Biluil (2.25)
yil = Cilxil +Diluil (2.26)
where the matrix gains are
Bil =
[
−1 0 1 0 0 0
0 −1 0 1 0 0
]
(2.27)
Cil =
[
Ki−il 0
0 Ki−il
]
(2.28)
Dil =
[
−Kp−il 0 Kp−il −ωLl 1 0
0 −Kp−il ωLl Kp−il 0 0
]
(2.29)
where the state variables, inputs and outputs are
xil = [eilq eild] (2.30)
uil = [i
∗
lq i
∗
ld ilq ild vzq vzd] (2.31)
yil = [vlq vld] (2.32)
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eilqd is the current error, defined as the difference between i
∗
lqd (current
reference) and ilqd. The matrix gains are,
1
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Figure 2.7: Scheme of the current control loop of a VSC connected to the
AC grid by means of an L coupling filter
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2.5.2 Phase Locked Loop
The PLL is required to extract the angle needed to synchronize the control
system under the SRF. A classic scheme of a PLL is based on the d -axis
voltage feedback by a PI controller to obtain the grid angular velocity and
an extra integrator to obtain the angle. Figure 2.7 shows a representative
scheme of the PLL integrated in the VSC control, which can be described
as follows
KPLL(s) =
Kp−plls+Ki−pll
s
(2.33)
where Kp−pll is the PLL proportional gain and Ki−pll is the PLL integral
gain. According to [17] the PLL can be tuned as;
Kp−pll =
2ξpllω
Vˆza
(2.34)
Ki−pll =
ω2
Vˆza
(2.35)
where ξpll is the damping factor, Vˆza is the peak value of the vza voltage. In
[17] is suggested to choose a damping factor of ξpll = 0.707.
2.5.3 Current reference saturation
The currents references have to be limited according to the power converters
current limit.
| Imaxlqd |=
√
i2lq + i
2
ld (2.36)
The limitation can be done differently depending on the priorities between
active and reactive power, as two current component exist:
• Prioritizing iq (active power) and providing only reactive power if there
is enough available current.
• Prioritizing id (reactive power) and providing only active power if there
is enough available current.
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• Maintaining the angle between P and Q and reducing both of them
equally.
In this thesis all the currents references are limited, but in order to simply
the control schemes it is not drawn.
2.6 AC voltage creation
In this section the AC voltage controller to create an AC voltage for an
offshore wind farm is described. This controller corresponds to a high level
control that gives the current references to the low level control in order to
obtain the desired AC voltage. The controller synthesis, structure and design
is similar to the control structure presented in 2.5.3. First, the decoupling
terms are introduced and after the controller tuning and the state-space
representation are introduced. The controller decoupled structure is deduced
from the equations of the vzqd dynamics presented in 2.3.3 for a LC coupling
filter, where the decoupling gains are
[
ilq
ild
]
=
[
−iˆlq − ωCfvzd + izd
−iˆld + ωCfvzq + izq
]
(2.37)
where iˆlq and iˆld are the outputs of the voltage controllers. Substituting in
2.7,
[
iˆlq
iˆld
]
=
[
Cf 0
0 Cf
]
d
dt
[
vzq
vzd
]
(2.38)
Applying the Laplace transformation, the transfer function between the
controller voltages and converter currents can be derived as
[
vzq(s)
vzd(s)
]
=
[
1
Cf s
0
0 1Cf s
][
iˆlq(s)
iˆld(s)
]
(2.39)
If IMC methodology is applied, the resulting controller is a proportional
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controller due to the integral effect of the capacitor, theoretically is not
needed an extra integrator and the resulting controller is
Kol(s) = Kp−ol (2.40)
where Kp−ol is the proportional controller gain. It can be calculated as
Kp−ol =
Cf
τol
(2.41)
where τol is the desired close loop for the outer loop. note that this time
constant should be between 3 and 5 times slower than τil. However, an
integral part is added to the controller to improve the robustness in case of
disturbances. The new controller is
Kol(s) =
Kp−ols+Ki−ol
s
(2.42)
where the constants can be calculated as
Kp−il = 2Cfξolωol (2.43)
Ki−il = Cfω2ol (2.44)
where ωol is the outer loop closed loop angular speed and ξol is the damping
factor. ωol should be tuned to be at least thee times slower than τil. Figure
2.8 shows an scheme of the overall controls scheme.
The state-space controller representation is,
x˙ol = Boluol (2.45)
yol = Colxol +Doluol (2.46)
where the state variables, inputs and outputs are
xol = [evzq evzd]
T (2.47)
uol = [v
∗
zq v
∗
zd vzq vzd izq izq]
T (2.48)
yol = [i
∗
lq i
∗
ld]
T (2.49)
where the matrix gains are defined as
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Figure 2.8: Scheme of the current and voltage control loop of a VSC con-
nected to the AC grid by means of an LC coupling filter
Bol =
[
−1 0 1 0
0 −1 0 1
]
(2.50)
Col =
[
ki−ol 0
0 ki−ol
]
(2.51)
Dol =
[
−kp−ol 0 kp−ol −ωCf 1 0
0 −kp−ol ωCf kp−ol 0 1
]
(2.52)
evzqd is the voltage error and v
∗
zqd are the voltage references.
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2.7 DC Voltage Control
The DC voltage regulator is required to control the voltage of the DC bus
ensuring power balance between the incoming power to the DC grid and
the power injected to the grid. The output of the DC voltage controller
is provided the i∗lq reference for the current loop. Several controllers can
be used for HVDC systems [18] but the most predominant in the literature
are the PI controller and a kind of proportional controller called Droop.
PI controller is mainly used in HVDC links in order to control the DC
voltage at a constant level, due to the integral gain that permits to have
zero steady state error. Droop controller is suggested to be used [19] in
MT-HVDC schemes and DC grids. The purpose of the droop control is
to ensure an adequate power transmission and it should be decentralized
so that the control law applied by an HVDC converter only depends on
local measurements made by that converter and does not need to rely on
long distance communications between different terminals. The common
formulation of this controller is the so-called droop control concept [20].
The droop controller is a proportional control law that regulates the DC
voltage and provides power sharing between the different power converters.
The output of the DC voltage controller is the current that should be
injected by the VSC in the DC side, I∗in1, but for the inner loop an AC
current reference is needed. I∗in1 can be transformed to i
∗
lq AC reference as
I∗lq =
2I∗in1E1
3vzq
(2.53)
2.7.1 PI Controller design
The PI-based controller is exemplified in the case of a DC bus voltage reg-
ulator design for the VSC1 converter of back-to-back connected to the grid
by means of an L coupling filter presented in subsection 2.4.1, but it can be
extended in the other presented schemes [21]. Figure 2.9 shows and scheme
of the DC voltage control implementation. From equation 2.12 is deduced
the following decoupling structure
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Figure 2.9: Scheme of the DC voltage and current control loop of a VSC
connected to the AC grid by means of an L coupling filter
Iin1 = ˆIin1 − Iin2 (2.54)
where ˆIin1 is the voltage controller output. Substituting in equation
ˆIin1 = C
dE1
dt
(2.55)
Applying the Laplace transformation the transfer function between the con-
trolled current and the E1 voltage is
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E1(s) =
1
C1s
ˆIin1(s) (2.56)
Applying the IMC methodology, the resulting controller is a proportional
controller
Kdc(s) = Kp−dc (2.57)
where Kp−dc is the proportional controller gain. It can be calculated as
Kp−dc =
C1
τdc
(2.58)
where τdc is the desired close loop for the DC voltage loop. Note that this
time constant should be between 3 and 5 times slower than τil. To enhance
the system performance an integral gain is added. The new controller is
Kdc(s) =
Kp−dcs+Ki−dc
s
(2.59)
where the constants can be calculated as
Kp−dc = 2C1ξdcωdc (2.60)
Ki−dc = C1ω2dc (2.61)
where ωdc is the outer loop closed loop angular speed and ξdc is the desired
damping factor. ωdc should be tuned to be at least three times slower than
τil.
2.7.2 Droop controller design
Different implementations have been suggested for the droop control, mainly
current or power based can be found in the literature [22]. In this thesis the
current-based implantation is used. Figure 2.10 shows the DC voltage droop
implementation. It is described as
I∗in = kdroop(E1 − E∗1) (2.62)
Regarding the controller design, it has been addressed in different papers.
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Figure 2.10: Scheme of the DC voltage droop implementation with a current
control loop and a voltage loop of a VSC connected to the AC
grid by means of an LC coupling filter
In [23], the controller tuning is based on the steady state characteristics
and the resulting power flow sharing [24]. In [25] the influence of the DC
grid dynamics and DC grid operational limitations are considered during
the design stage. In this thesis the methodology introduced in [25] is used.
2.8 Others outer loop approach
Another proposed outer loop approach is proposed for power converters that
do not regulate the DC voltage or the DC voltage controller is a power-based
controller. This outer loop calculates the current reference component ilqd in
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order to obtain the desired active power (P) and the amplitude of the voltage
at the PCC (Vz) (alternatively the power at the DC side). A classic approach
to the upper-level control consists of two independent PI controllers, one for
each current component. Further details can be seen in [26]. A scheme of
the aforementioned method is depicted in Figure 2.11.
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Figure 2.11: Scheme of the DC voltage droop implementation with a current
control loop of a VSC connected to the AC grid by means of
an LC coupling filter
The upper level controls is described as
i∗lq = KP (s)(P
∗ − P ) (2.63)
i∗ld = KU (s)(U
∗ − U) (2.64)
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where KP and KU are defined as
KP (s) =
kp−ps+ ki−p
s
(2.65)
KU (s) =
kp−us+ ki−u
s
(2.66)
where kp−p and kp−u are the proportional gains and ki−p and ki−u are the
integral gains for the active power and voltage controllers.
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Chapter 3
MT-HVDC system operation
In this chapter, the steady-state operation characteristics of an MT-HVDC
system based on droop DC voltage control for a four terminal and three lines
system are described. These characteristics are defined according to VSC
control and the power converter maximum current and voltage.
3.1 Studied multiterminal scheme
The system under analysis is an MT-HVDC transmission system [27] with
four terminals: two offshore wind farms and two onshore main AC grid
connections (see Figure 3.1). The two offshore wind farm VSC (WFC) power
converters inject the power generated in each wind farm into the HVDC grid
whereas the grid side VSC (GSC) power converters inject the power from
the HVDC grid into the main AC grid. The HVDC grid consists of three
submarine cables: two of them connect each wind farm to an onshore VSC
while a third tie cable connects the two wind farms together in order to
provide redundancy and share the power injected by each onshore converter.
3.2 MT-HVDC operation
During normal operation mode, the WFCs inject all the generated current
into the HVDC grid while the GSCs maintain the DC voltage almost con-
stant by means of the droop control law given by
I∗ink = Kdroopk(Ek − E∗k), k = 3, 4, (3.1)
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E3 E4
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I3
Figure 3.1: General scheme of the system studied
where I∗ink and Ek are the DC current and the DC voltage in the converter
k, respectively, Kdroopk is the droop gain and E
∗
k is a set-point voltage.
During severe terrestrial grid faults, the GSCs may not be capable of
transferring all the power coming from the WFC into the terrestrial grid as
the AC current needed would exceed the rating of the GSCs. In such con-
ditions, the GSCs enter current limitation mode, extracting only a constant
current value. If the power injected from the wind farm side is higher than
the power extracted for the grid side, the voltage of the HVDC grid would
start to increase as a result of the power imbalance. This behavior is illus-
trated by static current-voltage curve in Figure 3.2. The current limitation
mode corresponds to the hyperbola and line to normal operation (when the
droop control is applied), where VAC is the AC voltage. Notice that the
maximum current IgsH that can be extracted by the GSCs depends on the
AC grid voltage, thus for a 50% voltage drop in the AC grid, the maximum
current would drop by 50%.
In order to prevent the DC voltage from increasing beyond the allowed
limits, the WFCs must also switch their operating mode to power reduction
mode when the DC voltages reach the limits EwfL. Thus, the WFCs reduce
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Current limitationNormal operation
Figure 3.2: Static current-voltage characteristic of a GSC. The thin line
shows the characteristic under a voltage sag of 50%
the power injected into the HVDC grid by using a droop control law
I∗in = −Kdroopk(Ek − E∗k), k = 1, 2. (3.2)
The static current-voltage for WFCs is illustrated in Figure 3.3. The two
operating regions of the WFCs can be seen: droop power reduction and
normal operation (power injection). In addition, the WFCs also present
a current limitation mode to set the current at IwfH in case of an excess
of power coming from the wind turbines. A implementation of the WFCs
control can be seen in [28].
The controller adaptation is done automatically by the converters obeying
static voltage-current characteristics as illustrated in the previous figures
[20]. The droop gains Kdroopk must be designed in order to ensure stability
and performance under any possible operating modes and also during the
transitions between them. That means that the decentralised control law
must ensure stability and performance for a time-varying system.
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Figure 3.3: Static current-voltage characteristic of a WFC
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MT-HVDC experimental
development and validation
In this chapter, the design of an MT-HVDC experimental platform and the
verification of the system by means of simulations are addressed. First, the
platform design and performance is widely discussed. The electrical part
has been built using electrical hardware (converters, electrical machines)
and the wind turbine aerodynamics is emulated via a PC. Furthermore,
all the electrical and mechanical variables are supervised using an SCADA
system. The aerodynamics emulation and the SCADA are installed on a PC.
The PC collects all the variables status from the system and sends the wind
references by means of a DAQ system. Some tests regarding the voltage
control and wind farm emulation have been carried out and compared with
the simulation results.
4.1 Developed experimental platform
An experimental platform has been designed in order to test and verify the
control and operation of HVDC systems. The developed setup emulates the
behaviour of the system described in Section 3.1. The system consist of four
VSC converters connected in the DC side by means of a DC grid. The wind
farm is emulated using a squirrel cage induction motor which is mechanically
coupled to a squirrel cage induction generator which is connected to the
wind farm VSC. A photograph and a scheme of the system can be seen in
Figure 4.1 and Figure 4.2.
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4.1.1 Power converter
The VSC power converter used is a two-level converter based on IGBTs
(Insulated Gate Bipolar Transistors). The whole device is composed of three
boards: the power board, the drivers board and the control board. The
control board is based on a Texas instrument Digital Signal Processor (DSP)
TMS320F2808. DSP interacts with the IGBTs by means of a driver board
that provides the necessary gate-excitation signals also introducing the dead-
time. In addition, the drivers board has analogue-based protection, which
disconnects the power converter in case of excess current, overheating, excess
voltage or driver error. Each grid side power converter is connected to the
AC grid by means of an inductance. Nominal values of the system can be
seen in Table 4.1.
Characteristic Value
Nominal DC Voltage 800 V
Nominal AC current 15 A
Maximum switching frequency 20 kHz
Coupling Inductance 4.6 mH
Table 4.1: Parameters of power converter characteristics
The power board is composed by a module of three legs of IGBT’s with an
additional branch to provide brake capability. The available measurements
include two AC voltages, two AC currents and the DC current and voltage.
Furthermore, an AC switch allows to connect the power converter once it is
synchronised with the AC grid. A DC switch allows to connect each power
converter with the other converters of the experimental setup. The power
board elements are sketched in Figure 4.3.
4.1.2 Wind farm emulation
Squirrel cage induction machines (SCIM) have been used to emulate the
wind farm. Each wind farm is emulated by a SCIM which is mechanically
coupled to a squirrel cage induction generator which is connected to the
wind farm VSC. The SCIM that emulates the wind farm is driven by a
commercial converter with torque control capability. The wind farm VSC is
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Figure 4.3: Scheme of the power board
based on the power converter previously described where the control scheme
is implemented. The characteristics of the SCIG machines used can be seen
in 4.2.
Characteristic WF1 WF2
Nominal power 2200 W 7500 W
Nominal speed 1470 min−1 1465 min−1
Table 4.2: Parameters of wind farm emulation SCIM
WFC rectifies all the generated power to the grid, but when the wind
is blowing above the nominal speed the wind turbine must reduce the wind
captured from the wind. This power reduction method is achieved by means
of increasing the pitch angle.
4.1.3 DC Grid
Transmission cables have been emulated using a pi equivalent. As the power
converter has an important amount of capacitance, it has been considered
that the capacitance of the pi equivalent cable is integrated into the converter
capacitance. An inductance and a resistance have been added to emulate
each cable as shown in Table 4.3.
The experimental platform has been scaled according to the following
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Cable Inductance Resistance
Cable 1 (from WFC1 to GSC1) 1 mH 0.22 Ω
Cable 2 (from WFC1 to WFC2) 0.5 mH 0.1 Ω
Cable 3 (from WFC2 to GSC2) 1.5 mH 0.44 Ω
Table 4.3: Parameters of DC grid
criteria. The DC capacitance for each VSC converter has been chosen to
maintain the time constant τwp = W/P as in the simulated system, where
W = 12CE
2
dc and P is the converter nominal power. The obtained τwp for
both cases is 22.5 ms. For the selected capacitance, the line inductances have
been chosen to obtain the same resonance frequency as in the simulations.
For example, in cable 1 the resonance frequency obtained is of 157.59 Hz for
both cases. The line resistance have been chosen to maintain the τlr = L/R
time constant. For example, in cable 1 the time constant τlr yields 4.5 ms
for both cases. Furthermore, the controls have been tuned considering the
same time constants.
4.2 Aggregated wind farm emulation
In the lower part of Figure 4.2 the implemented aggregated model of the
aerodynamic and mechanical part of the wind power farm can be seen . In
this case, the emulated wind farm consist of a Squirrel Cage Wind Turbine
power plant where the electrical frequency is fixed by the WFC and the wind
drives produce wind equivalent torque.
The mechanical part of the wind turbine has been modelled as a power
source, where the inputs are the wind speed, the pitch angle and the angular
velocity of the wind turbine.
Pwind =
1
2
ρcpAv
3
wind (4.1)
where ρ is the air density, cp is the power coefficient, A is the swept wind
turbine area, and vwind is the wind speed. The cp varies in function of the
wind turbine aerodynamics and is particular for a wind turbine type. The
cp is a non-linear function defined as
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Cp = c1(c2
1
Λ
− c3β − c4βc4 − c6)e
−c7
1
Λ (4.2)
1
Λ
=
1
Λ + c8β
− c9
1 + β3
(4.3)
λ =
ωmR
vwind
(4.4)
where ωm is the rotational speed of the wind turbine, β is the pitch angle
and c1...c9 are the wind turbine power coefficients. The wind turbine inertia
is considered in order to smooth the torque that is sent to the wind drive as
Γwind(s) =
1
Jwts+ 1
Pwind
ωm
(s) (4.5)
where Jwt is the system inertia.
4.3 System supervision and monitoring
The system is supervised by means of a LABVIEW SCADA that resides
in the same computer as the wind emulation structure. Figure 4.4 shown
an screenshot of the electrical variables of the GSC1. The SCADA is used
to monitor the electrical variables, DC and AC current and voltages, of
the GSC1, GSC2, WFC1 and WFC2 and the mechanical variables as, the
rotational speed, pitch angle and torque of wind farm 1 and 2. Furthermore,
the user can select the desired wind speeds for both wind farms.
4.4 MT-HVDC experimental validation
An experimental validation has been conducted to evaluate the system op-
eration and the droop control strategy. Furthermore, the emulated results
have been compared with the simulated results. The following cases have
been analysed:
1. Wind farm power change
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Figure 4.4: SCADA screenshot for the GSC1
2. Grid side converter disconnection
3. Wind farm converter disconnection
4.4.1 Wind power change case
In this case, the power in the WF2 changes whereas the power in WF1
remains constant. In this situation, the multiterminal grid works in normal
operation. During this operation mode, only the droop controls in both grid
side converters are active in order to regulate the DC voltages and ensure
adequate transmission of the power generated in the wind farms.
Figure 4.5 shows the voltages and currents at each extreme of the experi-
mental DC grid. When the wind speed is increased, more incoming current
is injected to the MT-HVDC system, consequently, the DC voltage starts to
rise and more power is injected to the AC grid. It can be observed that the
droop control is able to maintain the voltage within the range of 10% error
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with highly damped behaviour. Figure 4.5 shows the current in both GSC
increases in the same proportion to extract the increase of the power coming
from the WF2. Once the wind speed has returned to its previous level the
system returns to work in the previous operation point. The power at each
node of the multiterminal DC grid and the AC currents of the GSC2 can
be seen in Figure 4.6. As the voltages remain almost constant during the
power increase, the evolutions of the currents are similar to the current ones
in Figure 4.5.
4.4.2 Grid side disconnection case
The second case analysed corresponds to the disconnection of GSC1 while
both wind farm converters remain injecting the same power level.
Figure 4.7 shows the DC voltages and currents at each extreme of the
multiterminal grid. It can be observed that the currents in WFC1 and
WFC2 are nearly constant whereas the current in GSC1 falls suddenly to
zero at 0.5 s. The current in GSC2 increases to extract the sum of the
currents coming from the WFCs. As a consequence of the disconnection of
GSC1, all the generated power must be extracted by the GSC1. For this
reason, the voltage in GSC1 E2 increases rapidly in order to increase IGSC1
and thus maintaining IWFC1 and IWFC2 almost constant. The wind power
generation does not change during the disconnection.
In Figure 4.8, the power in each converters and the AC current in GSC2
can be seen. Again, the power evolutions are similar to the DC currents
because the voltage changes are small.
4.4.3 Wind farm converter disconnection
In the last case, the WFC1 is disconnected whereas the WFC2 remains in-
jecting the same power level. As a result of the disconnection, the total
power injected into the multiterminal grid reduces suddenly. Figure 4.9
presents the DC voltages and currents in each converter. It can be observed
that current in the WFC1 fall to zero and the voltages decrease in all nodes.
The droop control causes a reduction of the voltages which permits to de-
crease the currents extracted by each GSCs and thus maintaining the power
balance. It is interesting to note that the responses are well damped as
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in previous cases, the current overshoots observed in Figure 4.9 are caused
by the implementations of the disconnection of the WFC1. Power and AC
currents are shown in Figure 4.10.
4.5 Wind farm emulation experimental validation
An emulated case has been done in order to test and check the control scheme
and the experimental platform performance. In this case, a wind speed
change has been carried out in the WF1. In order to make the experiment
more understandable a wind farm has been connected only. Figure 4.11
shows the wind speed profile that changes from 11.1 m/s to 13.1 m/s, above
the nominal wind speed, at time instant 2.8 s.
Figure 4.12 shows the evolution of the DC voltage and current and the
electrical power respectively at the power converters. Before the step change
the WF was injecting a power of about 0.55p.u. This power was shared be-
tween the two power converters as their droop controller has been tuned
with the same droop constant. The small difference between the two in-
jected power is due to the different DC cable impedances. As the system
is transmitting the wind farm generated power,the DC grid voltage on the
wind farm side is higher than in the grid side. At time t = 2.8 s the wind step
up is produced and the system starts to generate more power. According
to the droop control, as more power is injected to the grid the DC voltage
is increased in order to inject more AC current. The dynamics of the in-
jected current to the DC grid are fixed by the wind turbine dynamics. Once
the system achieves the nominal power the pitch controller starts to react
and the pitch angle is increased, consequently, the power extracted from the
wind is decreased and maintained constant at 1pu. Due to the slow pitch
dynamics there is an small power overshot.
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Figure 4.5: DC Voltages and currents during a change in the power reference
at the WF2 (Real system: left, Simulated system: Right)
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Figure 4.7: DC Voltages and currents during the disconnection of the GSC1
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the GSC1
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Figure 4.9: DC voltages and currents during the disconnection of the WFC1
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Figure 4.10: Power and AC currents of the GSC2 during the disconnection
of the WF1
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Chapter 5
Coordinated power reduction control
for operation and fault conditions
5.1 Introduction
The objective of the present chapter is to introduce a coordinated power re-
duction scheme for offshore HVDC transmissions. When an AC contingency
takes place, all the generated power might not be injected to the AC grid
because the power converter current limit is reached. In these situations, the
power that cannot be injected to the AC system is stored in the capacitors,
and the DC voltage starts to rise. Consequently, the DC voltage must be
using other methods. A possible solution is the use of a Dynamic Braking
Resistor (DBR) installed in the GSC that permits the dissipation of the ex-
cess power. Another solution consists in the power reduction generated by
the wind farms.
In this chapter a combined scheme where a short term power reduction
based on an HVDC-DBR permits to right-through short contingencies, as
voltage sags, is proposed. If the fault lasts more than a traditional fault, the
wind farm reduces the generated power (Wind Turbine - DBR (WT-DBR)
or the pitch system can be used). Especially, it is studied the design of the
power controllers in order to avoid limit cycles or maintained oscillations.
Limit cycles appear as a consequence of the interaction of the inappropriate
gain controller and the plant when the control action is saturated. In the
studied case, the HVDC-DBR and WT-DBR are limited by the maximum
power that can dissipate. The tool selected to establish a design criteria is
the describing function. It consists of a non-linear analysis tool that permits
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to study the existence of limit cycles, mainly in SISO (Single-input Single-
Output) systems [29, 30]. The classical approach of the describing function
is only valid for linear systems and the equations are linearised [31, 32].
5.2 Analysed system
The system under study consists of an HVDC link based on VSC technology
that connects an offshore wind farm with the main AC grid. GSC is con-
nected to the AC grid by means of an inductive coupling reactor. Further-
more, the GSC is equipped with an HVDC-DBR that permits to dissipate
the power that cannot be injected during AC faults. The WFC is connected
to the wind farm by means of an LC coupling filter. It allows the control of
the wind farm voltage, as well as, the AC current in the inductance. The
wind turbines are distributed in arrays and connected to the WFC via a
collector. The wind farm is composed of full power converter wind turbines
with an individual WT-DBR and a pitch system. The wind turbine power
converter facing the offshore grid is named Wind Turbine Converter (WTC)
and the power converter facing the electrical generator is called Wind Gen-
erator Converter (WGC). A sketch of the studied scheme can be seen in
Figure 5.1.
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5.3 Electrical system modelling
Two electrical models have been been developed in order to perform the
study, one is an aggregated full detailed model used to evaluate the control
performance by means of simulations, inspired in [33] and similar to the
electrical scheme presented in Figure 5.1. The other one is a linearised
model to study the system stability and the control setting. This model
consists of: a wind turbine aggregated model, a wind farm grid aggregated
model and a HVDC link. Power converters have been modelled by means of
the average low frequency model, consisting of three AC voltage source on
the AC side and a current source on the DC side [25]. Figure 5.2 shows the
linearised electrical scheme.
As the studied control system only acts when an AC fault occurs, the AC
contingency is modelled as a power unbalance between the aggregated wind
turbine model and the GSC by means of a constant power source in the
HVDC. From this assumption the GSC control and the WGC control are
not required and the system to be studied is simplified.
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5.3.1 Linearised wind turbine aggregated model equations
The linearised wind turbine aggregate consist of a model where the wind
turbine DC bus, the WT-DBR and the wind turbine grid side converter
have been modelled. WT-DBR is modelled as a linearised power source
expressed as a current source. The wind generator and the machine side
converter has been not modelled because the machine dynamics are slower
compared to the rest of system dynamics due to the large rotor inertia [33].
The linearised wind turbine state-space model is defined as
∆x˙w = Aw∆xw +Bw∆uw (5.1)
∆yw = Cw∆xw (5.2)
where the matrix gains are
Aw =
[ −Pwt0
CwtE2wt0
+
−Pwt−ch0
CwtE2wt0
]
(5.3)
Bw =
[
1
CwtEwt0
1
CwtEwt0
]T
(5.4)
Cw =
[
1
]
(5.5)
where the state, inputs and output vectors are
∆xw = [∆Ewt] (5.6)
∆uw = [∆Pwt ∆Pch−wt]T (5.7)
∆yw = [∆Ewt] (5.8)
where Ewt is the wind turbine DC bus voltage, Pwt is power injected by the
wind turbine converter, Pch−wt is the power injected by the WT-DBR.
5.3.2 Wind farm grid linearised model
The linearised wind farm grid is modelled in qd reference frame and consists
of an aggregated wind turbine inductive coupling filter impedance Zp =
Rp + ωLp, an aggregated pi equivalent cable model, where Cc is the shunt
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capacitor and Zn = Rn + ωLn is the line impedance and the LC coupling
filter for the WFC, where Cf is the shunt HVDC capacitor and in the HVDC
inductive filter impedance Zn = Rn + ωLn. The state space that models
the system is
∆x˙wf = [Awf1|Bwf2]∆xwf +Bwf∆uwf (5.9)
∆ywf =
[
I10
Cwf1
]
∆xwf +
[
010,4
Dwf1
]
∆uwf (5.10)
Awf1 =

−RpLp −ω 1Lp 0 0
ω −RpLp 0 1Lp 0
− 1Cf 0 0 −ω 1Cf
0 − 1Cf ω 0 0
0 0 − 1Ln 0 −RnLn
0 0 0 − 1Ln ω
0 0 0 0 − 1Cc+Cf
0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0

(5.11)
Awf2 =

0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
1
Cf
0 0 0 0
−ω RnLn 0 0 0
−RnLn 0 RnLn 0 0
0 0 −ω 1Cc+Cf 0
− 1Cc+Cf ω 0 0 1Cc+Cf
0 − 1Lc 0 −RcLc −ω
0 0 − 1Lc ω −RcLc

(5.12)
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Bwf =

− 1Lp 0 0 0
0 − 1Lp 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 1Lc 0
0 0 0 1Lc

Cwf1 =
[
3
2vpq0
3
2vpd0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 32vcq0
3
2vcd0
]
(5.13)
Dwf1 =
[
3
2 icq0
3
2 icd0 0 0
0 0 32 icq0
3
2 icd0
]
(5.14)
and the state and input vectors are,
xlc = [∆ipq ∆ipd ∆vrq ∆vrd ∆inq
∆ind ∆vcq ∆vcd ∆icq ∆icd]
T (5.15)
ulc = [∆vpq ∆vpd ∆vtq ∆vtd ]
T (5.16)
ylc = [∆ipq ∆ipd ∆vrq ∆vrd ∆inq∆ind
∆vcq ∆vcd ∆icq ∆icd ∆Pwt ∆P1]
T (5.17)
where vpqd is the voltage at the WTC terminals, ipqd is the current injected by
the WTC, vrqd is the voltage at the aggregated cable wind turbine starting,
inqd is the current through the cable, vcqd is the voltage at the coupling shunt
capacitor, icqd is the current through the inductance coupling filter, vtqd is
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the voltage applied by the WFC, P1 is the power injected to the HVDC link.
5.3.3 HVDC link linearised equations
The HVDC link is modelled as pi equivalent, where C1 and C2 are the shunt
capacitors that is the sum of the DC capacitor filter at the converter ter-
minals and the cable equivalent capacitor, and R1 and L1 is the equivalent
cable resistance and inductance. The HVDC-DBR has been modelled as a
linearised power source.
∆x˙ = Ahv∆xhv +Bhv∆uhv (5.18)
∆y = Chv∆xhv (5.19)
where the matrix gains are
Ahv =

− P10
C1E210
1
C!
0
1
L1
−R1
L1
− 1
L1
0
1
C2
− P2ch0
C2E220
− Pf0
CE220
 (5.20)
Bhv =
[
1
C1E10
1
C1E20
]T
(5.21)
Chv =
[
1 0 0
0 0 1
]
(5.22)
where the state, inputs and output vectors are
∆xhv = [∆E1 ∆I1 ∆E2]
T (5.23)
∆uhv = [∆P1 ∆P2ch]
T (5.24)
∆yhv = [∆E1 ∆E2]
T (5.25)
where E1 is the DC voltage at the WFC terminals, I1 is the current through
the HVDC cable, E2 is the voltage at the GSC terminals and P2ch is the
power injected by the HVDC-DBR. Pf pretends to simplify the linearised
model, reducing the number of system inputs considering a three phase fault
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as a power unbalance between the power that can be injected to the AC grid
and the generated power. To demonstrate the validity of this simplification
Figure 5.3 shows a comparison of the DC bus voltage at GSC converter
terminals (E2) between the full detailed model under a three phase voltage
sag and the simplified power constant source. During this fault the HVDC-
DBR dissipates the power that can not be injected. The maximum error
during the fault is below the 1.3%.
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Figure 5.3: E2 voltage comparison and error between the full model under a
three-phase voltage sag and the linearised model using a constant
power source for the fault.
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5.4 System control description and linearised
equations
In this section, a description of the different controllers and control strategies
applied to the HVDC transmission and the wind farm are commented. An
scheme summarising all the controllers can be seen in Figure 5.1.
5.4.1 Wind turbine control
Wind turbine control is divided between the electrical control and the me-
chanical control. The electrical control is composed of the WGC and the
WTC control. The WGC control has an inner loop that controls the torque
and the flux of the generator [34]. Torque references are given by the outer
loop based on a Maximum Power Point Tracker (MPPT) algorithm that
calculates the torque to extract the optimal power [35]. WTC controls the
DC bus voltage and the reactive power injected to the AC grid. There is
an inner current control that regulates the current thorough the coupling
inductance and an upper level control based on a PI that controls the DC
voltage. The controller is grid oriented using a PLL [17]. Furthermore, a
WT-DBR is installed in each wind turbine. The mechanical control is a pitch
controller that reacts when the electrical generated power (Pwt) exceed the
power reference (P ∗wt), usually the nominal power [34].
5.4.2 Wind farm voltage control and HVDC Link Control
WFC controls the wind farm AC voltage at the coupling capacitor. The
control is implemented using an inner current control that regulates the
current through the inductive coupling filter and an outer control loop that
controls the voltage at the shunt capacitor. The AC voltage frequency is
fixed at a given frequency.
GSC is in charge of the DC link voltage control and the reactive power
injected to the grid. The DC voltage is controlled by means of a droop
voltage controller that is designed using the methodology presented in [25].
The droop voltage control is implemented as
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Figure 5.4: Connection of the electrical linearised equations and the control
linearised equations
I∗in2 = Kdroop(E2 − E∗2) (5.26)
where I∗in2 is the DC current reference for the GSC and Kdroop is the con-
troller gain.
5.4.3 Linearised control equations
The control equations need to be linearised in order to use the classic control
engineering tools. The majority of the applied controller are linear but
the effect of the angle in the Park transformation or in the PLL should
be taken in account. Control system equations are presented below. The
connection between the linearised electrical model and the controllers is
shown in Figure 5.4.
Linearised PLL equations
The PLL is used in order to orientate a control with the electrical grid angle.
In the linearised model the PLL introduces the angle deviation when the
linearised system is moved from the linearisation point. The PLL linearised
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transfer function representation is
∆θ = − kp−plls+ ki−pll
s2 + vxq0kp−plls+ vxq0ki−pll
(5.27)
where vxqd0 is a generic voltage, kp−pll is the PLL proportional controller
gain, ki−pll is the integral controller gain and θ is a generic angle. The PLL
has been linearised according to [36] and tuning following [17].
Linearised Park transformation and inverse-transformation equations
Park transformation allows the transformation of the three-phase abc quan-
tities into the synchronous reference qd frame. It is linearised to take in
account the effect of the angle variation. The linearised Park transforma-
tion is given by, [
xcqd0
]
= [Tqd0] [xqd0] (5.28)
where T [θ] is
[Tqd0] =
[
cos (θ0) − sin (θ0) − sin (θ0) xq0 − cos (θ0) xd0
sin (θ0) cos (θ0) cos (θ0) xq0 − sin (θ0) xd0
]
(5.29)
and the linearised inverse transformation is,
[xqd0] = [Tqd0]
−1 [xcqd0] (5.30)
where T [θ]−1 is
[Tqd0]
−1
=
[
cos (θ0) sin (θ0) cos (θ0) xd0 − sin (θ0) xq0
− sin (θ0) cos (θ0) − cos (θ0) xq0 − sin (θ0) xd0
]
(5.31)
where x is the transformed electrical variable. The transformed variables
are indicated with the superscript ’c’.
Current loop equations
The vector current control allows to control the voltage through an induc-
tance applying a given voltage in its terminals. It requires the measure of the
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current and the voltage on the ending terminals terminals. The state-space
representation is,
∆x˙il = Bil∆uil (5.32)
∆yil = Cil∆xil +Dil∆uil (5.33)
where the state variables, inputs and outputs are,
∆xil = [∆ei
c
xq ∆ei
c
xd]
T (5.34)
∆uil = [∆i
∗
xq ∆i
∗
xd ∆i
c
xq ∆i
c
xd ∆v
c
hq ∆v
c
hd]
T (5.35)
∆yil = [∆v
c
lq ∆v
c
ld]
T (5.36)
The subscript ”x” refers to a generic controlled variable, vhqd is the node
with the highest voltage and vlqd is the voltage with the lowest voltage.
∆eixqd is the current error, defined as the difference between ∆i
∗
xqd and
∆ixqd. The matrix gains are,
Bil =
[
−1 0 1 0
0 −1 0 1
]
(5.37)
Cil =
[
ki−il 0
0 ki−il
]
(5.38)
Dil =
[
−kp−il 0 kp−il −ωLx 1 0
0 −kp−il ωLx kp−il 0 1
]
(5.39)
where ki−il and kp−il are the integral and proportional controller gains and
Lx is a generic inductance where the current is controlled. The inner loop
has been tune according to [37].
Voltage loop controller
The voltage loop is used to control the current across a shunt capacitor
injecting a given amount of current. It requires the voltage of the capacitor
and the output line current measures.
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∆x˙ol = Bol∆uol (5.40)
∆yol = Col∆xol +Dol∆uol (5.41)
where the state variables, inputs and outputs are
∆xol = [∆evxq ∆evxd]
T (5.42)
∆uol = [∆v
∗
xq ∆v
∗
xd ∆v
c
xq ∆v
c
xd∆i
c
oq ∆i
c
od]
T (5.43)
∆yol = [∆i
∗
iq ∆i
∗
iq]
T (5.44)
iiqd is the current injected by the converter and ioqd is the current at the
output line. ∆evxqd is the voltage error, defined as the difference between
∆v∗xqd and ∆vxqd. The matrix gains are,
where the matrix gains are defined as
Bol =
[
−1 0 1 0
0 −1 0 1
]
(5.45)
Col =
[
ki−ol 0
0 ki−ol
]
(5.46)
Dol =
[
−kp−ol 0 kp−ol −ωCx 1 0
0 −kp−ol ωCx kp−ol 0 1
]
(5.47)
where kp−ol and ki−ol are the proportional and integral controller gains and
Cx is the generic capacitor where the voltage is controlled.
DC Voltage loop controller
The DC bus voltage controller is based on a PI controller that calculates the
i∗pq current loop setpoint as
Ge−wt(s) =
kp−DCs+ ki−DC
s
(5.48)
where kp−DC and ki−DC are the proportional and the integral gains.
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5.5 Proposed power reduction methods controller
design
In this section, a coordinated power reduction method for fault or curtail-
ment situations is proposed. In the case of an AC contingency, all the
generated power could not be injected to the AC grid due to the GSC cur-
rent limit. For short faults, it is enough to dissipate the excess power in
the HVDC-DBR, but for long faults (e.g. the disconnection of a line) it is
not possible to evacuate this power due to the HVDC-DBR decreasing heat
exchange capability. It means that the power should be reduced by the wind
turbines.
The proposed power reduction method is divided into two parts. The first
part consist of a proportional controller that connects the HVDC-DBR to
maintain the system stability during the fault first instants. If the fault lasts
more than some seconds (tf ) a second DC voltage control is activated and
reduces the power generated by the wind turbine. This controller measures
the DC voltage at the WFC terminals and sends a power reduction reference
to the wind turbines. The wind farm power reduction curve should be
tuned to react at the voltage levels near the GSC saturation. In order to
avoid interaction between the two power reduction methods, the HVDC-
DBR characteristic should start react after the maximum power reduction
of the wind farm power reduction characteristic. Figure 5.5 shows the GSC
droop voltage control characteristic, the power reduction characteristic for
the HVDC-DBR and the wind farm power reduction characteristic expressed
at the DC terminals of the GSC.
The HVDC-DBR is controlled by means of a proportional control law,
that dissipates the power according to the E2 DC voltage. The percentage
of the power reduction is defined as
P red2ch =
E2 − Emin2
Emax2 − Emin2
= KHV (E2 − Emin2 ) (5.49)
where P red2ch is the percentage of power needed to reduce, E
min
2 is the mini-
mum voltage threshold, Emax2 is the maximum voltage threshold. This two
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Figure 5.5: GSC droop, HVDC-DBR and WT-DBR characteristics
voltages define the controller gain KHV =
1
Emax2 −Emin2
. The control action
of this controller is saturated between 0 and 1 due to the power dissipation
capability of the HVDC-DBR. P red2ch matches with the duty cycle that is sent
to the transistors that controls the HVDC-DBR. For the wind farm power
reduction it is proposed to use a proportional power reduction curve similar
to the GSC-HVDC characteristic. It is defined as
P redwf =
E1 − Emin1
Emax1 − Emin1
= KWF (E1 − Emin1 ) (5.50)
where P redwf is the percentage of power need to we reduced by the wind farm,
Emin1 is the minimum voltage action threshold, E
max
1 is the maximum voltage
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threshold. This two voltages define the controller gain KWF =
1
Emax1 −Emin1
.
These gains should be tuned ensuring a good dynamic response and re-
specting the maximum voltage limits supported by the power converters and
cables. One of the main drawbacks in the gain selection is the existence of
limit cycles. In order to select a KWF and KHV the describing function
analysis has been applied to the linearised system. A four-step methodology
is presented to design the power reduction droops:
Emin1 Selection - E
min
1 is selected to act the wind farm power reduction
immediately after the saturation of the GSC if the fault lasts more than a
few seconds. It means that Emin1 should be close to the maximum voltage
that can be reach in normal operation. This value is calculated determining
the maximum voltage E2 during normal operation as
Pnom2 = IGSCE
nom
2 = Kdroop(E
nom
2 − E∗2)Enom2 (5.51)
Enom2 =
√
4KdroopPnom + E
∗2
2 + E
∗
2Kdroop
2Kdroop
(5.52)
where Pnom is the power converter nominal power and E
nom
2 is the E2 voltage
when Pnom is injected. Once the maximum voltage E2 is determined, the
voltage at the WFC terminals, E1, is calculated considering the voltage
droop at the resistance. This value is the minimum value that Emin1 can
have. It is calculated as
Emin1 ≥
Pmax
Enom2
R1 + E
nom
2 (5.53)
It is suggested to leave a dead-band between the calculated minimum level
and the selected minimum value.
Emax1 Selection - E
max
1 is the maximum voltage that defines the KWF .
This value is the most critical due to the possible DC voltage limit cycle
due to the multiple different dynamics and controllers that are installed be-
tween the wind turbines and the WFC (an example of inappropriate tuning
is field in Section 5.7). To ensure the appropriate gain selection, the de-
scribing function is used. This non-linear analysis tool allows to determine
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the existence of limit cycles (sustained oscillations) due to the system non-
linearities [38]. It consists of studying the characteristic equation of the close
loop transfer function (see Figure 5.6) of a linear function (G(jω)) and the
describing function (N) of the non-linear element (eq. 5.54). If N and G(jω)
intersect, a maintained oscillation may exist.
1 +NG(jω) (5.54)
G(jω) = − 1
N
(5.55)
A graphical way to identify limit cycles is to plot the Nyquist diagram of
the linear plant and the describing function of the non-linear saturation in
the imaginary axis and analyse the intersection. In the present article the
analysed non-linearity is the maximum power that can be injected by the
DBRs represented by means of a saturation, described as
N =
2k
pi
sin−1( S
X
)
+
S
X
√
1−
(
S
X
)2 (5.56)
where S is the saturation amplitude and X is the input signal amplitude.
G(jω)N c
+
-
r
Figure 5.6: Generic non-linear close loop transfer function
The design of the KWF is carried out considering that all the power is
dissipated in the WT-DBT, at least for a certain period of time as it is
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explained in section 5.6. This means that the KWF is designed considering
that the DC voltage E1 is controlled by means of the WT-DBR. To analyse
this case the linear transfer function that links the power evacuated from the
WT-DBR Pwt−ch and E1 and can be deduced from the diagram presented
in Figure 5.4. Figure 5.7 a) shows the block diagram of the studied close
loop system. During the KWF design phase is assumed that HVDC-DBR is
not acting.
Pwt-ch(s)
+
-
E1(s)
-KWF
EWF
min
P2ch(s)
+
-
E2(s)-KHV
E1
min
Pnom
wt-ch
Pnom
ch2
a)
b)
Figure 5.7: Block diagrams used to study the effects of the saturations
Figure 5.8 shows the frequency response of the transfer function, E1(s)Pch−wt(s)
,
and the trajectory of the saturation describing function for different KWF
gain values. As can be observed, for values of KWF smaller than 1/2700 the
limit cycle disappears for the studied case (see parameters in section 5.7).
Emin2 Selection To avoid the connection ofHVDC-DBR during long faults,
when the wind turbine power reduction is acting, the Emin2 should be tuned
in order to start to act when the Emax1 is overpassed. E
min
2 should be
Emin2 ≥
√
Emax1 − 4PnomRDC + Emax1
2
(5.57)
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Figure 5.8: Nyquist plot used to determine the limit cycle limit for the KWT
gain.
A dead band is suggested to add to this minimum threshold in order to avoid
interactions between controllers.
Emax2 Selection E
max
2 is selected using the same procedure used to select
Emax1 . In that case the studied transfer function is the relation between the
HVDC bus voltage and the power dissipated by the HVDC-DBR E2(s)P2ch(s) .
Figure 5.7 b) shows the block diagram of the studied close loop. As can be
seen in Figure 5.9 the Emaxwt should be lower than KHV =
1
500
in order to
avoid limit cycles.
5.6 Power reduction method implementation
The presented power reduction method needs a physical implementation in
the offshore wind farm. A possible implementation is the generator torque
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Figure 5.9: Nyquist plot used to determine the limit cycle limit for the KHV
gain.
reference reduction, but due to the considerable mechanical load effort on the
wind turbine is suggested acting the pitch angle. Pitch angle is combined
complementary with the WT-DBR that dissipates the power that cannot
be reduce by the pitch mechanism due to its slow dynamics. The power
reduction method modifies the pitch controller reference as
P ∗wt = P
wt
nomP
red
wf (5.58)
where Pwtnom is the wind turbine nominal power. The WT-DBR is controlled
complementarily to the pitch system reducing the amount of power that
cannot be reduced by the pitch. The power dissipated by the WT-DBR is
calculated as
Pch−wt = Pwt − P ∗wt (5.59)
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Furthermore, the power dissipated in the HVDC-DBR is calculated as
P2ch = P
red
2chP
2ch
nom (5.60)
where P 2chnom is the HVDC-DBR nominal power. The wind farm power con-
troller can be shown in Figure 5.1 as an extension of the wind farm control.
5.7 Simulation results
To test the proposed control scheme a simulation scenario has been per-
formed using the MATLAB/simulink c©. This simulation scenario consists
of a power restriction in the power that can be injected by the GSC of the
20 % (e.g. due to a trip line) during 20s, starting at t=5s and finishing at
t=25s. The parameters used in the simulation are:
Value Parameter Unit
E∗2 300 [kV]
Pnom 100 [MW]
Zp=Rp + ωXp 0.25+1.57 [Ω]
Zn=Rn + ωXp 0.502 +1.025 [Ω]
Zc=Rc + ωXc 0.35+1.1 [Ω]
Cf 15 [µF]
Cc 2.1 [µF]
C1 150 [µF]
R1 1.5 [Ω]
L1 6.8 [mH]
kdroop 1/10 [A/V]
Emax1 307 [kV]
Emin1 304 [kV]
Emax2 307.7 [kV]
Emin2 307.1 [kV]
vwind 12 [m/s]
tf 1 [s]
Table 5.1: Electrical and control parameters used in the simulation
Figure 5.10 shows the voltage and the power during the pre-fault, the fault
and the fault recovery. As can be observed before the fault, the droop control
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action is controlling the DC voltage normally. When the power restriction
occurs, the DC voltage rises intermediately, and the HVDC-DBR starts to
dissipate the power that cannot be injected. As the fault last more than 1
second, the WTC begins to reduce the generated power gradually. First, the
pitch reference is changed to be adapted to the new power reduction refer-
ence. As the pitch mechanism has a slow dynamic, the WT-DBR dissipates
the power difference that can not be reduced by the pitch during t=6s and
t=10s. As can be observed, the WT-DBR is reducing gradually the dissi-
pated power, since the non control action. At t=25s, the power restriction
is cleared and the system returns to work to the normal conditions.
Figure 5.11 shows the voltage evolution on the power steady state char-
acteristics. The main operation points are
(1) Before the fault the system is regulated by means of the GSC voltage
droop.
(2) The power is not controlled anymore due to the GSC saturation and
the injected power is reduced drastically.
(3) Once the Emin2 is overpassed the HVDC-DBR starts to dissipate power
and a new equilibrium point is reached.
(4) As the fault lasts for more than tf the WF power reduction starts to act
and the DC voltage is moved from the HVDC-DBR control to the WF
power reduction control. In point (4) a new steady-state is reached.
(5) Once the fault is cleared, the systems returns to be controlled by the
GSC droop characteristic
(6) After some seconds the system returns to the original point (1).
Figure 5.12 shows the system dynamics with kWT =
1
1000 . As it can be
observed a cycle limit exist in the E2 voltage due to the inappropriate gain
selection. In this case only the WT-DBR is only considered. If the pitch
power reduction is also introduced the system response is even worse.
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Figure 5.10: E1 and E2 voltage and power evolution
5.8 Conclusion
This chapter has introduced a coordinated power reduction method for faulty
operation scenarios. The presented method allows the fault right through of
an HVDC link for short and long faults using an HVDC-DBR and permits
to reduce the generated power if the fault last in the time. To design the
proportional controllers the non-linear describing function analysis tool has
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Figure 5.11: E2 trajectory on the steady state characteristics (WF charac-
teristic have been moved to E2 values).
been used and a four-step methodology to determine the controller gains
has been presented. The obtained controller have been evaluated under a
dynamic simulation displaying good performance.
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Chapter 6
Vector control for VSC connected to
weak grids
6.1 Introduction
The connection point between the VSC and the AC system may be located
remotely, leading to a weak or very weak SCR (<2). For HVDC systems
based on Line Commuted Converters (LCC) there is a limitation on the
minimum required SCR [39], but such a theoretical limit does not exist for
VSC based systems [40]. This means that a VSC-HVDC converter is capable
to interface with any kind of electrical grid and can potentially create a grid
without synchronous generators (e.g. offshore wind power plants).
There are several proposed control techniques in order to inject power
into an AC system using a VSC. One of the most widely used is the vector
current control [41]. The vector current control is based on the control of
two independent current components, q and d in the Synchronous Reference
Frame (SRF) whilst the synchronization is provided by a PLL [17]. This
control technique allows an independent control of active and reactive powers
[42] with an fast dynamic response. Typically, the vector current control is
considered as the inner control loop, and an outer control loop is added
to manage the active power and the voltage/reactive power [26] for grid
connected converters.
While this advantage from VSC over LCC is often mentioned when com-
paring both technologies, some studies have identified relevant drawbacks
when vector current control is used in a low (2≤SCR≤3) or a very low
(SCR<2) grid [43, 44, 45, 36]. First problem is the low frequency reso-
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nances that can interact with the vector current control [46]. Second prob-
lem is due to the PLL dynamics when the power converter is synchronized
to a weak grid [36, 46]. Zhang et al. [36, 47, 48] proposed an alternative
technique referred to as Power Synchronization Control (PSC), which does
not require synchronization with a PLL) via emulating the behaviour of a
synchronous machine. It is reported that PSC provides a good performance
and fast dynamics for low SCR values. However, the main disadvantage of
this topology is in dealing with faults in the AC grid, PSC switches to classi-
cal vector current control when the power converter current limit is reached
[47].
The present chapter investigates the potential utilization of vector current
control coordinated with an outer (voltage and power) control loop which is
specially designed to enhance the VSC operation when connected to weak
or very weak grids. The outer control scheme is based on the gain-scheduled
multi-variable controller [46] - such gain-scheduling approach allows ensuring
stable operation of the whole VSC operating range. A grid with SCR=1 is
utilized as a benchmark. Recall that this value is related to the worst case
scenario, for which the system stability and performance must be analysed
and validated.
6.2 Analysed system
The analysed system is a VSC-HVDC power converter connected to a weak
grid by means of an LC filter as shown in Figure 2.3.3. The grid is repre-
sented using a Thevenin equivalent and the overall system is to be modelled
in the synchronous reference frame. The state space is composed by Eq.2.7
that reflects the dynamic equation and the system outputs are defined as
∆ylc = Clc∆xlc (6.1)
where ylc is the electrical system output. It is defined as
ylc = [∆Vz ∆P ]
T (6.2)
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where P is the active power at the PCC and Vz is the magnitude if the Vz
voltage. The matrix Clc is,
Clc =
[
0 0
vzq0
Vz0
vzq0
Vz0
0 0
0 0
3 ilq0
2
3 ild0
2
3 vzq0
2
3 vzd0
2
]
(6.3)
Table 6.1 summarizes the used parameters in the present study.
Parameter Value Units
Nominal Power 350 MW
Nominal Voltage 195 kV
SCR 1
Xz/Rz 10
Coupling inductance (Ll) 0.2 pu
Coupling resistance (Rl) 0.01 pu
Capacitor (Cf ) 0.17 pu
Table 6.1: Parameters used in the study
For the phasor analysis presented in Section 6.3, the voltage Vy = Vy∠0
of the grid Thevenin equivalent is considered as the slack and its angle is
0, Vz = Vz∠δ is the power converter voltage, Vl = Vl∠θ is the voltage at
the PCC, Iz is the current through the grid and I l is the current through
the coupling filter. A sketch of the phasor analysed system can be seen in
Figure 6.1
Vz=Vz∟θ  
LlRl Il
Vl=Vl∟δ   
PCC LzRz Iz
Vy=Vy∟0    Cf
Figure 6.1: Model of the phasor analysed system.
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6.3 Steady state capability
VSC-HVDC connected to strong grids present some limitations due to phys-
ical restrictions of the power converter, particularly maximum current and
voltage. When VSC-HVDC is connected to a weak grid, the stability limit
is also relevant. The steady state stability will determine the maximum
amount of active and reactive powers that can be exchanged between the
grid and the power converter.
Figure 6.2 shows the active power as a function of the angle δ (δ =
[−90◦, 90◦]) keeping the amplitude of Vz constant. The relation between
the active and reactive power and voltages Vy and Vl are defined by,
Vz =
VzZfZz + VyZ lZf
ZzZf + ZzZ l + Z lZf
(6.4)
Il =
Vz − Vl
Z l
(6.5)
S = P + Q = 3Vzconj(I l) (6.6)
where Z l = Rl+ ωLl, Zz = Rz + ωLz and Zf = 1/(ωCf ). As can be seen,
the maximum power that can be inverted is different from the maximum
power that can be rectified. When the power converter is in rectifier mode,
the 90◦ are reached below P = 1 pu and when it is operating in inverter
mode, the −90◦ are reached above the active power unity. This restriction
is caused due to the effect of the resistances [49].
From the voltage point of view, Figure 6.3 shows the relation between
the amplitude of the voltage at the PCC, Vz, and the magnitude of the
voltage at the power converter terminals, Vl, for different power factors and
active power. As depicted in Figure 6.3, if 1 pu of active power has to be
inverted, a large amount of capacitive reactive power is needed. Therefore,
the power converter must be oversized (or alternatively an external reactive
power source should be installed). For this reason, an LC coupling filter is
used to provide reactive power support.
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Figure 6.2: Active power exchanged between the VSC-HVDC terninals and
PCC for a δ = [−90◦, 90◦].
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6.4 Classic control approach
A classical control structure of the power converter for grid integration pur-
poses based on vector current control is developed in two control levels, the
lower level control (inner loop) and the upper level control (outer loop).
The inner control is in charge of the regulation of the qd components of the
current through the coupling filter. The outer control is in charge of the
control of the active power and the magnitude of the voltage at the PCC. A
sketch of the general structure is presented in Figure 6.4 and it is detailed
in Section 2.8.
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Figure 6.4: Scheme of the DC voltage droop implementation with a current
control loop of a VSC connected to the AC grid by means of an
LC coupling filter
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6.5 Dynamic analysis with conventional VCC
Since the analysed system presents non-linearities, the dynamic equations
are to be linearised in order to obtain and realize the stability studies. Such
non-linearities are related to the active power (P), the magnitude of the volt-
age at the PCC (Vz) and the effect of the angle on the Park transformation
and the inverse Park transformation. The linearised equations are the same
as have been used in Chapter 5. The outer loop equations can be seen in
Subsection 2.8. Figure 6.5 shows the connection of the linearised blocks.
ELECTRICAL
SYSTEM
Park-1
Δvlqd
INNER
LOOP
Park
Δilqd Park
Δvzqd
PLL
ΔP
Δilqd
Δvzqd
ΔVz
Δilqd
*
ΔvlqdΔvlqd
c
Δilqd
c
Δvzqd
c
Δθ 
OUTER
LOOP
ΔvzqdΔilqd
ΔP
ΔVz
INNER LOOP
* *
INNER+OUTER LOOP
Figure 6.5: Scheme of the connection of the linearised system.
6.5.1 Frequency response and stability analysis of the inner loop
Figure 6.6 shows the poles and zeros configuration of the VSC-HVDC system
using the inner loop only for different power values. Please note in this
figure that the direction of the arrows start from P=-1 (inverting) to P =0.9
pu (rectifying). The system inputs are the current references i∗lq and i
∗
ld.
The plant dynamics are linearised around the desired equilibrium points,
in association with the operating points that permit the injection of the
desired amount of power, yet retaining the voltage amplitude constant. As
illustrated in Figure 6.6, the system poles are all located at the Left Hand
Plane (LHP). Consequently, the vector current control and the PLL tuned
using classical control approaches is stable for the full range of operation.
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Figure 6.6: Poles and zeros map of the current loop dynamic system subject
to variation of P =[-1,0.89] pu.
From the generic frequency analysis of the system, when a VSC-HVDC
is connected to a strong grid the variation effect of the i∗lq are mainly ob-
served on the active power response and the variation effect of the i∗lq are
mainly observed on the voltage response. Consequently, it is assumed that
the active power and the voltage amplitude at the PCC can be controlled
independently.
Figure 6.7 shows the frequency response of the studied system. This fre-
quency response is shown in four plots, the first column shows P and U re-
sponse subjected to a i∗cq component variation and the second column shows
the same variables subject to a i∗ld component variation. From the bode anal-
ysis at low frequency region, it is deduced that for small power values, the
independent control between i∗ld and U and i
∗
lq and P is preserved, but when
the power demand is higher the cross terms effects are not negligible and
the independent component control is lost. In particular when the system is
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Figure 6.7: Bode frequency response of the system at different active power
operation points (in PU).
operating near P =-1 pu (inverting mode), the effect of i∗lqd changes on the
power and voltage are almost identical. In other words, when a VSC-HVDC
is connected to a weak grid there exists system non-linearities that do not
permit an independent and decoupled control for high power values. This
phenomenon is due to the large δ angle when the high active power is in-
jected. Traditionally, as the power system is operating with δ below 30◦, the
system is considered to be linear as well as the voltage control is assumed
through the reactive power control, but in the presence of a weak power
system, this assumption can potentially be violated because the power and
voltage control are mutually coupled.
6.5.2 Stability of the closed-loop system
Figure 6.8 shows the poles and zeros plot of the VSC-HVDC controlled by an
inner current loop plus an outer current loop for inverting (upper graph) and
rectifying mode (lower graph). The outer current loop is designed for the
linear operation area (δ < 30◦). The arrow indicates the poles movement
from P = -1 pu to P = 0 pu for the inverting operation mode and from
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P = 0 pu to P =0.89 pu for the rectifying mode. For low power values
(near the linear area) the system is stable in the inverting operational mode,
but for higher values it is unstable, that is, the stability margin is located
around P = -0.74 pu. This means that an outer loop designed for low power
operations points is not suitable for the high power values due to the system
non-linearities. A similar instability behaviour could result in the rectifying
mode.
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Figure 6.8: Poles and zeros map of the system using the classical upper level
control at P = [−1, 0] pu (upper plot) and P = [0, 0.89] pu (lower
plot).
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From section 6.5, it is concluded that the vector current control, using a
classical PLL, is stable and can drive the power converter in the operational
envelope described in section 6.3. However, the classical outer loop for high
power values is unstable. From this analysis, it can be deduced that the
classical outer control is not appropriate for weak grids. To this end, a new
upper level control considering the system non-linearities is introduced.
The proposed upper-level control consists of additional four decoupling
gains between the voltage magnitude and power errors, eu and ep, before
being processed by the PI. Furthermore, to overcome the non-linearities and
obtain similar responses, a parameter-varying control scheme based on the
gain-scheduling technique, is proposed for the decoupling gains and the PI
controllers. The aim of the proposed control scheme is to robustly handle the
interactions between the active power and voltage control. A block diagram
of the proposed controller is shown in Figure 6.9.
KP(s,p)-
2
3 ilquzq
+
P
*
KU(s,p)
2vzq+vzd
2
-+
Vz
*
ilq
ild
*
*
PROPOSED OUTER LOOP
ep
vzqd
k1(p)
k2(p)
k4(p)
k3(p)
+
+
+ +
ilqd
eu
Figure 6.9: Proposed advanced outer loop control.
The controller can be described as
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i∗lq = KP (s, p)(k1(p)ep + k2(p)eu) (6.7)
i∗ld = KU (s, p)(k3(p)ep + k4(p)eu) (6.8)
where, k1(p), k2(p), k3(p) and k4(p) are the decoupling gains (proportional
gains) and KP (s, p) = (kp−p(p)s + ki−p(p))/s and KU (s, p) = (kp−u(p)s +
ki−u(p))/s are proportional-integral (PI) power and voltage controllers.
With reference to Figure 6.9, the proposed advanced control system is
indeed a multivariable (two-input two-output) dynamical system, whose in-
puts are ep(t) and eu(t) and outputs are i
∗
cq and i
∗
cd. Non-linear nature of
the plant under investigation, this controller needs to be operating in the
manner of gain-scheduling so as to handle the acquired number of feasible
operational conditions. In fact, since the plant dynamics is highly non-
linear due to the variation of the operating conditions, the control system
performance degrades or closed-loop system even becomes unstable if the
non-linearities are not taken into account. In this regard, a justified num-
ber of local controllers are to be designed accordingly for such operating
points to provide weak AC system with robust stability (and robust per-
formance, if any). For the purpose of the presented study, 35 local robust
controllers have been designed based on the same number of operating points
of the linearized dynamics that cover active power transmission distributed
at P = [−1.03, 0.89] pu.
There are eight control gains i.e. k1(p), k2(p), k3(p), k4(p), kp−p(p),
ki−p(p), kp−u(p), and ki−u(p) that are tuneable gains (as design param-
eters) being tuned at particular operating condition. Remember that all
these control gains are parameter-varying as functions of the scheduling pa-
rameter (p). Such scheduling parameter (p) in the design methodology is
chosen to be active power at PCC (P). It is also possible to include other grid
scheduling variables such as the voltage at PCC, which are not considered
in this work and are remained as our future works.
For the purpose of tuning the above eight design parameters towards a
gain-scheduling robust control system, the so-called H-infinity fixed-structure
control design methodology is used [50, 51]. In fact, the H-infinity norm of
the closed-loop transfer function is minimized using fixed-structure control
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systems using the H-infinity methodology at every operating condition. It
turns out that robust stability and performance are effectively achieved at
every operating condition, given the scheduling parameter i.e. active power
(P). In order to solve this challenging control problem, the proposed ap-
proach is to utilise the gain scheduling approach with fixed-structure H-
infinity controllers. To this end, first the plant dynamics are linearised at
any particular operating points, and then relevant Linear Time Invariant
(LTI) models are obtained. After obtaining this set of linearised plants, a
set of fixed-structure H-infinity controllers are designed accordingly. Using a
scheduling mechanism as a parameter feedback, the controller dynamics are
smoothly changed based on the variation of the operating condition. The
generalized plant dynamics will be also gain-scheduling as a function of op-
erating conditions. For more information, interested readers are referred to
[52] and other references therein.
It is worthwhile to emphasise that the H-infinity fixed-structure control
design methodology, for a given operating condition, tunes eight design pa-
rameters at a single design. However, in fact it tunes four gains along with
two PI controllers in one design. To this end, if the desired number of the
plants is given (35 in the studied case), it is required to design an appropriate
set of controllers for those plants, respectively, so that the gain-scheduling
control system could provide robustly operation over the operating enve-
lope. The number of chosen local controllers is a compromise between the
complexity of the global control system and the overall system performance
[53].
In the next step the designed global gain-scheduling H-infinity control
system performance is tested and validated through numerical simulations.
6.6.1 Stability of the proposed control system
The stability of the proposed control system is analysed based on the eigen-
values of the linearised plant, as depicted by the pole-zero map in Figure 6.10.
The arrows indicate the moving direction of the poles from P = -1pu to P =
0.89 pu. As it can be seen, the proposed control stabilises the system by
retaining all the poles at the LHP.
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Figure 6.10: The system pole-zero map using the proposed advanced control
based at P=[-1,0.89] pu.
6.7 Simulations results
Two simulation scenarios have been carried out to validate the proposed con-
trol system using MATLAB/Simulink modeling packages. The first simu-
lated scenario is an active power ramp change and the second one is an active
power step change scenario. An average VSC model is used for the purpose
of validation of the proposed concepts throughout our simulations [42]. The
variable gain controllers are dynamically implemented using lookup tables,
meaning that the parameters change according to the power reference. For
this simulations the controllers has been tune at: The current loop time con-
stant have been tuned at α = 0.01 ms. The PLL gains are kp−pll = 0.0028
and ki−pll = 0.6199. For the classical outer control loop the gains are:
kp−p = −1.38e−7, ki−p = 0.1017,kp−u = −0.1143 and ki−u = −0.1769. The
controller gains for the proposed control loop are specified in Tables 6.2 and
6.3.
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P [pu] k1 k2 k3 k4
-1.03 3.4×10−6 3.4×10−6 -1.1×10−7 3.6×10−4
-0.97 3.5×10−6 3.5×10−6 -6.5×10−8 5.1×10−4
-0.91 4.0×10−6 4.0×10−6 -5.5×10−8 4.3×10−4
-0.86 4.7×10−6 4.7×10−6 -4.8×10−8 3.6×10−4
-0.80 4.9×10−6 4.9×10−6 -4.4×10−8 3.2×10−4
-0.74 5.1×10−6 5.1×10−6 -4.8×10−8 2.9×10−4
-0.69 5.3×10−6 5.3×10−6 -5.1×10−8 2.7×10−4
-0.63 5.5×10−6 5.5×10−6 -5.3×10−8 2.6×10−4
-0.57 5.5×10−6 5.5×10−6 -5.1×10−8 2.5×10−4
-0.51 5.5×10−6 5.5×10−6 -4.8×10−8 2.4×10−4
-0.46 5.5×10−6 5.5×10−6 -4.6×10−8 2.3×10−4
-0.40 5.5×10−6 5.5×10−6 -4.4×10−8 2.3×10−4
-0.34 5.3×10−6 5.2×10−6 -4.0×10−8 2.1×10−4
-0.29 5.1×10−6 5.1×10−6 -3.9×10−8 2.1×10−4
-0.23 5.2×10−6 5.2×10−6 -3.7×10−8 2.0×10−4
-0.17 5.2×10−6 5.2×10−6 -3.6×10−8 1.9×10−4
-0.11 5.5×10−6 5.5×10−6 -3.6×10−8 1.8×10−4
-0.06 5.6×10−6 5.5×10−6 -3.6×10−8 1.7×10−4
0 5.6×10−6 5.6×10−6 -3.7×10−8 1.7×10−4
0.06 5.6×10−6 5.6×10−6 -3.8×10−8 1.6×10−4
0.11 6.0×10−6 6.0×10−6 -4.1×10−8 1.5×10−4
0.17 6.5×10−6 6.5×10−6 -4.4×10−8 1.5×10−4
0.23 7.0×10−6 7.0×10−6 -4.9×10−8 1.4×10−4
0.29 7.7×10−6 7.7×10−6 -5.2×10−8 1.4×10−4
0.34 8.3×10−6 8.3×10−6 -5.1×10−8 1.3×10−4
0.40 8.6×10−6 8.6×10−6 -4.6×10−8 1.3×10−4
0.46 9.5×10−6 9.5×10−6 -4.4×10−8 1.3×10−4
0.51 1.0×10−5 1.0×10−5 -3.6×10−8 1.2×10−4
0.57 9.9×10−6 9.9×10−6 -2.1×10−8 1.1×10−4
0.63 8.7×10−6 8.7×10−6 -6.2×10−9 9.8×10−5
0.69 8.4×10−6 8.4×10−6 3.9×10−9 8.3×10−5
0.74 9.1×10−6 9.1×10−6 1.4×10−8 6.2×10−5
0.80 1.1×10−5 1.1×10−5 3.0×10−8 3.1×10−5
0.86 1.3×10−5 1.3×10−5 5.0×10−8 1.4×10−5
0.89 -3.8×10−7 -3.8×10−7 -7.6×10−8 1.2×10−3
Table 6.2: Gains k1, k2, k3and k4 used in the simulations for the proposed
control system depending on the power
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P [pu] kp−p ki−p kp−u ki−u
-1.03 2.08 96.05 -39.98 -11496.55
-0.97 1.86 107.87 -33.43 -14211.97
-0.91 1.47 101.83 -29.09 -14090.54
-0.86 1.15 89.91 -25.29 -14081.28
-0.80 1.02 90.14 -21.20 -14075.20
-0.74 0.93 96.33 -15.67 -14022.22
-0.69 0.89 97.31 -12.38 -14022.21
-0.63 0.87 98.60 -9.42 -14022.19
-0.57 0.81 99.52 -6.08 -14022.19
-0.51 0.75 100.49 -2.91 -14022.19
-0.46 0.71 102.06 0.13 -14022.19
-0.40 0.65 103.29 3.05 -14022.19
-0.34 0.60 108.34 7.14 -14021.91
-0.29 0.58 113.17 10.08 -14021.80
-0.23 0.53 112.80 13.09 -14021.80
-0.17 0.50 114.83 16.07 -14021.80
-0.11 0.44 112.83 18.92 -14023.51
-0.06 0.41 115.01 21.05 -14027.49
0.00 0.39 118.41 22.91 -14024.16
0.06 0.39 125.39 24.55 -14023.98
0.11 0.36 125.88 25.89 -14023.96
0.17 0.34 126.36 26.90 -14023.90
0.23 0.33 129.22 27.64 -14023.36
0.29 0.30 128.79 28.41 -14022.68
0.34 0.27 128.15 29.54 -14022.59
0.40 0.24 129.15 30.91 -14022.55
0.46 0.19 128.36 32.61 -14021.81
0.51 0.16 128.29 34.31 -14023.13
0.57 0.16 127.86 35.40 -14023.09
0.63 0.17 128.40 35.28 -14023.06
0.69 0.17 128.84 34.43 -14029.27
0.74 0.17 128.66 31.20 -14028.93
0.80 0.15 131.62 24.63 -14028.78
0.86 0.13 125.52 3.11 -14143.88
0.89 9.63 51.76 32.41 -14712.57
Table 6.3: gains kp−p, ki−p, kp−u and ki−u used in the simulations for the
proposed control system
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6.7.1 Power ramp change
Figure 6.11 and Figure 6.12 show the active power, the voltage at the PCC
(Vz) and the q and d components of the current in response to an active power
ramp with a slope of 5 pu/s. Between t = 0 s and t = 0.25 s the system is
injecting a power of 0.25 pu and the voltage Vz is kept constant. At time
instant t = 0.25 s the injected power reference is changed and the system is
tracking the reference satisfactorily. From the voltage point of view, there
is a small increase of 0.04 pu. As is presented in section 6.3 the maximum
power that can be inverted to the grid is 1 pu and this level is achieved
successfully at t = 0.8 s. At time instant t = 1 s the active power reference
is changed again and the system starts to reduce the inverted power and at
t = 1.35 s the system achieves the maximum power that can be rectified,
i.e. P = 0.89 pu for the system studied. During the transient, the power is
followed with a reduced tracking error, but from the voltage point of view, a
minimum voltage of 0.92 pu has occurred during the power reference change.
Recall that this reduced level of voltage is due to high power demand rate
(5pu/s) that could be very rare in practical applications. Although the
performance of the overall system is acceptable, for slower power reference
rates, however, the level of the voltage will be better than such worst-case
value raised due to such high power demand rate. From the currents point of
view, the ilq component variation, during the ramp change, follows the active
power reference change. The ild component is also following the voltage
requirements satisfactorily.
6.7.2 Step change
Figure 6.13 shows the active power and the magnitude of the voltage U at
the PCC during the power step change. From time instant t = 0.25 s, a
step change is applied over a period of 200 ms. From the power point of
view, it can be seen that the reference is tracked and the new power point
is reached in less than 50 ms. From the voltage point of view, however, a
small damped oscillation is realised around ± 0.07 pu, as expected.
Figure 6.14 shows the same step pattern of the active power and the
amplitude of the PCC voltage Vz at the PCC in Figure 6.13 but using the
conventional Vector Current Control. As it can be observed, both controllers
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Figure 6.11: Active power and Vz voltage magnitude subject to a ramp
change.
result in acceptable behaviour for low powers, approximately below 0.7 pu,
but for higher power values the convectional control is unstable. This con-
firms the conclusion draw in Section 6.5.2, in the validation of the fact that
the system is unstable for power values above 0.74 pu.
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Figure 6.12: Reference and real value of the current component q and d.
6.8 Conclusions
This chapter has addressed an advanced gain-scheduling control system de-
sign methodology for VSCs connected to weak AC grids. Each controller can
be designed in a way to guarantee robust stability and performance for any
operating condition. As a result, the outcome of such advanced control is to
provide an extended operational area of a VSC for a weak grid operation.
This chapter has explored and clarified that conventional vector current
control systems have severe shortcomings in dealing with high-power de-
mands at the weak grids. This is mainly due to severe system non-linearities
as well as highly-coupled active power/voltage interactions, which makes the
control of the VSC in connection with weak AC grids a very challenging prob-
lem. The simulation results illustrate that the proposed advanced control
seems to be a very promising approach in tracking such challenging control
applications.
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Figure 6.13: Active power and Vz voltage magnitude in response to changes
in active power demand.
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Figure 6.14: Active power and Vz voltage module in front of step change
using the classical control structure.
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Chapter 7
Hierarchical power control of
multiterminal HVDC grids
Different ways to control the DC voltage in a DC grid have been described
in literature, and there is a general tendency to favour droop-based control
methods (an overview of the different methods is given in[22]). From the
point of view of power flow control, the droop control as such does not allow
to allow the power that is injected by a converter due to constant variations
in operation points. If the droop control action is in effect, for example,
after a converter outage, the powers change according to the droop charac-
teristics and do no longer reflect the pre-fault values. For this reason, outer
control loops are required to control the droop setpoints and thereby the
converter powers. Some authors propose a centralised controller which sets
optimized voltage references to the local controllers [54] using a fast com-
munications system. Others propose to design the power controller based
on droop regarding the power flow control in the steady state [19, 25].
In this chapter a hierarchical control scheme is presented. The objec-
tive of the proposed control structure is to allow power flow control in the
DC network while ensuring that the terminal voltages are maintained stable
within appropriate limits. This is achieved by designing a hierarchical con-
trol structure where the power flow (high level) controller sets the references
for the voltage (low level) control. The proposed structure is comparable to
the classical AC control system and allows for an integrated management of
the MT-HVDC regarding the DC voltage and the power flow control. The
cascaded interaction between controllers, considering slow communications,
makes the implementation of the proposed control feasible in a real system.
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Aspects such as the degraded operation or the power rescheduling after a
contingency have been considered. First the DC voltage droop control is
discussed. The resemblance with the AC primary control is shown. In the
next step, the power control is introduced and discussed and its similarities
with the AC secondary control mechanism are shown. Furthermore, the op-
erating points and modes of the MT-HVDC are described. The proposed
control structure also allows the introduction of a tertiary control mecha-
nism, which is rather an optimization than a control in itself and therefore
not dealt with in detail in this chapter. Finally, simulation results for vari-
ous scenarios show the validity of the proposed method to control the power
flows.
7.1 Control structure description
7.1.1 Balancing generation and load
One of the fundamental controls in electric grids manages the balance be-
tween generation and load. Put differently, the balance between the injected
and withdrawn power in a grid must remain equal. In AC systems, this
balance is reflected in the value of the frequency. The power balance is
maintained by the frequency control mechanism. This mechanism adjusts
the power outputs of the generation (or possibly the load) to assure a con-
stant frequency. Although different implementations exist throughout the
world [55], the control reactions can be generally subdivided in three time
domains with different specific actions in each1 (Figure 7.1 [56]).
The first control action is an automatic reaction of all activated gener-
ators after a deviation of the frequency from the nominal frequency. In
a multi-zonal system, this results in a change of output power throughout
the system. The power deviation is proportional to the frequency deviation
(droop control). The primary control is activated in a very short time pe-
riod (15-30 seconds) and acts to limit the frequency deviation. The set-point
for the active power injections in the different generating units during the
primary control action remains at the initial value. The primary control
actions are available for only a limited time period (e.g. 15 minutes).
1Note that fourth control action, time correction, is not discussed here.
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Figure 7.1: Different control actions in AC systems and their linkage.
The secondary control action restores the original exchanges between dif-
ferent zones, causing the ACE (Area Control Error) to get back to zero.
The secondary control action changes the active power set-points in the
area with a power deficit or excess to match the original schedule. Due to
the change in set-point in the affected zone by the secondary control, the
previously committed primary reserves are no longer required, and in fact
overcompensate the initial fault. This effect is again automatically cancelled
by the primary control action which moves back to the original value in the
entire system, thus releasing the previously activated primary reserves. The
tertiary control action shifts the power from the secondary reserves, which
are available on a short time basis to more long term power generation, and
is often manually activated by the system operator as the result of a system
optimization.
7.1.2 Balancing injections to and from the DC grid
The power exchange to and from the DC grid have to be balanced in a sim-
ilar manner as the AC system [57]. Where the AC system power balance
is reflected in a constant frequency, the DC voltage perform a similar role
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in the DC system. The power-frequency control in the AC system is there-
fore very similar to the power-DC Voltage control scheme. Several control
schemes have been proposed in literature [19, 58, 54]. The consensus seems
to lead to a droop-controlled DC voltage [22, 25, 59, 60], much like the pri-
mary control actions which are used in AC systems. This shift complicates
the power control in the system, making it not possible to copy the AC con-
trol methodology. Contrary to the AC system, which exhibits a significant
inertia from the kinetic energy in the rotating machines, the stored energy
in the DC system is very limited, with only the charge in the DC capacitors
and cables. This makes that the voltages in the DC system change much
faster than in the AC case (frequency power imbalance). The response of
the controllers should therefore be equally fast. The time constant for the
primary control loop is in the order of a ten’s of milliseconds and is thus
dictated by the DC grid characteristics. For the secondary control this can
be relaxed as the primary response already aims at stabilizing the system
voltage. Consequentially, this control can be in the order of seconds or tens
of seconds. Traditional tertiary controllers are off-line algorithms that react
between 20 minutes and 1 hour. Similarly as with the AC system, when a
fault occurs (e.g. when a converter station is disconnected), the control of
the DC voltage causes the different converter systems to adjust their power
injections immediately, distributing the deficit according to the droop set-
tings. As the voltage control at the DC side directly influences the power
exchanges, there is a need to adjust the power injection set-points to meet
the scheduled exchanges, especially if multiple zones or synchronous zones
are connected to the DC grid. This requirement is very much in line with
the secondary and tertiary control which is used in the AC system.
The proposed control scheme introduces an upper level controller to the
HVDC voltage control which can be compared to classical AC grid controls,
consisting out of a primary, secondary and tertiary control [61]. This struc-
ture allows the creation of an easy interaction between power dispatch and
the lower controllers using a methodology which is well-accepted and known
in the power sector.
A voltage controller is implemented in each VSC power converter and acts
as a primary controller. Secondary control, or power control, is implemented
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Figure 7.2: Comparison between AC and the proposed DC control approach.
to correct the exchanges so that the pre-disturbance conditions are restored.
The practical implementation is a change of the voltage set-points in the
affected VSC controllers. The new set-points are provided by a system-wide
DC redispatch. Finally a tertiary control mechanism can be used to calcu-
late the power reference according to a more optimal operation of a power
system considering market, losses, security, current and voltage restrictions,
environmental constrains, among others. Tertiary control can be based on
OPF (Optimal Power Flow) algorithms considering AC and DC grids. Fig-
ure 7.2 shows a comparison between the AC and the proposed DC control
approach.
7.2 Control implementation
7.2.1 Current loop
The current loop is the basic control loop for a VSC. This loop allow the
injection of the desired active and reactive current to the electrical grid.
Further information about the current loop can be seen in section 2.5.1.
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7.2.2 Primary control
The primary control or voltage control is the controller in charge of the
DC voltage in the case a droop controller is selected. It is a proportional
control law that controls the DC current according to the DC voltage. More
information can be seen in Subsection 2.7.2. The droop implementation for
a rectifier and an inverter converter are defined respectively as
I∗in−rec = kdroop(E
∗
rec − Erec), (7.1)
I∗in−inv = kdroop(Einv − E∗inv), (7.2)
with I∗in the reference current, kdroop the gain of the droop controller,
E∗inv the voltage offset for the inverter units and E
∗
rec the voltage offset of
the rectifier units.
Figure 7.3 shows the operation characteristic of the droop controller under
inverter operation (a), and rectifier operation (b). Once the power converter
current limit is reached the current is saturated and no more power is injected
to the grid. The droop gain kdroop is calculated following the methodology
presented in [59].
Wind farms connected to the DC grid are set to inject all the generated
power in the DC grid. When an electrical fault occurs, it may result in the
saturation of the power converter current limit and, consequently, not all the
power can be injected in the grid. As such, the DC voltage will rise quickly.
In order not to exceed the maximum permitted voltage, a wind farm power
reduction method is needed. The power reduction method uses a droop
characteristic that reduces the injected power. This power reduction can
be physically implemented using a DC chopper or a wind turbine reference
change. Using the last option, the power reduction control law is defined as
P redwf = Pwf (1−KWF (EDC − EminWF )), (7.3)
where Pwf is the wind farm power, P
red
wf is the reduced wind farm power,
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Figure 7.3: Droop characteristics depending on the operation of the system.
EDC is the DC voltage and KWF can be chosen as
KWF =
1
EmaxWF − EminWF
, (7.4)
where EmaxWF and E
min
WF are the upper and the lower thresholds of the DC
voltage in terminals of the wind farm power converter.
7.2.3 Secondary control
The secondary control or power control can be described as a system that
allows us to achieve the power setpoints provided by a tertiary control.
Furthermore, the secondary control corrects the power references after a
contingency. In steady state, the main objectives of the secondary control
are to ensure the power references and the power exchanges between the
areas. A conceptual scheme of the proposed system can be seen in Figure
7.4.
The secondary controller is the link between the tertiary and the primary
control. The power controller is divided in two parts. The first part is
located in the power converter and aims to achieve the given power references
modifying the droop offset. This comes down to changing the intersection
with the voltage axis E∗ in Figure 4. The second part is located remotely and
performs the calculations that allows us to calculate new power references
in case of a change of the operational point.
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Local control structure
The local power control is based on a PI controller that achieves the desired
power references without steady state error. The power controller regulates
the power through the power converter by modifying the reference of the
droop controller E∗k . The output of the power controllers are saturated in
order not to exceed converter voltage and current.
The power controller can be defined as E∗k/(P
∗
k −Pk) = Kp−pp +Ki−pp/s,
where Kp−pp is the proportional gain of the controller and Ki−pp is the
integral gain of the controller. The controller is tuned to obtain a time
response in the order of seconds.
Central DC redispatch
The central DC redispatch recalculates the power references in case of a
contingency (e.g. converter outage) or a deviation of the power references
(e.g. change in power injection from an offshore wind farm). The central DC
redispatch consists of a centralised controller that receives status information
from the power converters, as well as the power references given by the
tertiary control. The outputs are then sent new power references.
In normal operation, the sent power references match those provided by
the tertiary control and no reference modifications are required. In case of a
power converter disconnection, the given references cannot be maintained.
In this case, the central DC redispatch tries to restore the power exchange
between areas. This means that if one area is supplied by two power con-
verters and one power converter is disconnected, the control objective is to
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tion.
restore the scheduled power flow to or from this area. This is done by having
the second converter take over the power from the converter facing an outage
(as long as internal control limits are not hit). This is shown in Figure 7.5.
The operation of the mentioned central calculation structure requires a
communication system between the local power converter and the central
calculation itself. Compared to other systems [54, 19], the described system
does not require a critical communication system due to the intrinsic safe
operation characteristic of the droop-based primary control method.
Operating points
During normal operation, the power controllers modify the offset of the
droop controller, i.e. the intersection with the voltage axis E∗, to achieve
the desired power flow through the power converter. In normal operation
the voltage can vary between a minimum and maximum value, as shown in
Figure 7.6.
When the system operates in a degraded state, e.g. an AC voltage sag or
a power converter disconnection, the power balancing in the system cannot
be accomplished. In this case, the operation of the system moves to a fixed
droop offset. The droop offset is limited in the upper region by the Emax−i
and Emax−r and the lower region by the Emin−i and Emin−r. The subscript i
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Figure 7.6: DC characteristic operation of the power converters for the pro-
posed control methodology.
refers to inverter and r to rectifier. The appropriate selection of the described
limits permits to operate the system under fault operation without exceeding
the voltage limits while operating the system as an usual MT-HVDC droop
controlled system.
7.2.4 Tertiary control
The tertiary control is the upper control level and schedules the injections
according to a given objective function taking into account economical and
technical aspects, as well as their constraints. The tertiary control can be
based on OPF algorithms. The required tertiary control used in the pre-
sented scheme can be a classical tertiary control based on a power flow
considering DC transmission systems [61]. Resistive losses are considered in
this stage of the system and are included in the OPF calculation.
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7.3 System modelling and controller design
In this section the DC grid and wind farm modelling are presented for a four
terminals and three lines MT-HVDC scheme (Figure7.9). Furthermore, the
linearised model used to study the system stability and select the control
gains is introduced. The DC grid is connected to a strong AC grid, in order
to simplify the study. Hence, only the DC grid dynamics are considered.
7.3.1 DC grid modelling
The DC grid cables are modelled as pi equivalent cables and power converters
are modelled as a current source [25]. For the devices that interconnect the
DC grid with and AC grid the selected input variables are the DC currents
(controller output) and the output variables are the DC voltages at the
capacitor and the power in the converter terminals. For the device that
interfaces a wind farm with the DC grid the selected input variable is the
generated power and the output variable is the DC voltage. Equations 7.5
and 7.6 show the state space representation. As the power is the product
of two variables, the system needs to be linearised in order to apply the
traditional control design and analysis techniques. It is linearised as
∆x˙dc = Adc∆xdc +Bdc∆udc (7.5)
∆ydc = Cdc∆xdc (7.6)
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where the matrix gains are
Adc =

−P10
CE210
0 0 0 −1C
−1
C 0
0 0 0 0 1C 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 1C
−1
C
0 0 0 0 0 0 1C
1
L1
−1
L1
0 0 −R1L1 0 0
1
L2
0 −1L2 0 0
−R2
L2
0
0 0 1L3
−1
L3
0 0 −R3L3

(7.7)
Bdc =

1
cE10
0 0 0
0 −1C 0 0
0 0 1C 0
0 0 0 −1C
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0

(7.8)
Cdc =

1 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 1 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 1 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 1 0 0 0
0 Iin20 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 Iin30 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 Iin40 0 0 0

(7.9)
Ddc =

0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 E20 0 0
0 0 E30 0
0 0 0 E40

(7.10)
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Figure 7.7: Wind farm simplified model
and the state, input and output vector are
xdc = [∆E1 ∆E2 ∆E3 ∆E4 ∆I1 ∆I2 ∆I3]
T (7.11)
udc = [∆P1 ∆Iin2 ∆Iin3 ∆Iin4 ]
T (7.12)
ydc = [∆E1 ∆E2 ∆E3 ∆E4 ∆P2 ∆P3 ∆P4]
T (7.13)
where ∆Ixin is the converter injected current, ∆Px is the power exchanged,
∆Ex is the voltage at the converter terminals and ∆Ix is the current through
the cables.
7.3.2 Wind farm modelling
The wind farm has been modelled as a simplified power-aggregated model
based on [62] and shown in Figure 7.7. The main objective of the proposed
model is to reflect the power variation due to the wind speed variation. For
this reason, the wind farm consist of a table that varies the injected power as
a function of the wind speed according to a wind turbine power/wind speed
characteristic [62]. After, this power is filtered by the rotor inertia dynamics
(Gmec(s) = 1/(Jwfs+ 1)), where Jwf is the rotor time constant inertia and
the simplified electrical dynamics (Gele(s) = 1/(τeles + 1)), where τele is
the electrical time constant. Furthermore, the power reduction described in
subsection 7.2.2 is also implemented.
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7.3.3 Control Design
The local secondary control structure presented in 7.2.3 is a cascade control
structure where the inner loops are faster than the outer loops avoiding non-
desired interactions between controllers. Figure 7.8 shows the connection of
the DC grid linearised model and the power converter control. The current
loop is tuned using the Internal Model Control (IMC) method, described in
[63] ensuring a first order response with a τil time constant (see Subsection
2.5.1 for more tuning details). For the DC side point of view, if the power
converter is in normal operation, the close loop dynamics is represented with
the first order transfer function with a τil time constant. The primary or
droop control is tuned in order to avoid DC grid resonances, and to minimise
the droop’s interaction with the other droop controls. More information
about the droop tuning is found in [25]. The proposed secondary control
is tuned in order to have a very smooth transient response. To have a
reaction time around some ms, it should be almost 100 times slower than
the primary control. In addition, a Low Pass Filter (LPF) has been added
to the measures in order to filter the measurement noise.
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Figure 7.9: General scheme of the simulated multiterminal system
7.4 Simulation
Scenarios have been simulated with Matlab-Simulink in order to test and
verify the proposed control scheme. The first simulated scenario is a change
in the power reference and the second scenario is a grid side converter dis-
connection.
The analysed system is a four node MT-HVDC system. One power con-
verter is connected to a wind farm (WFC1). Another power converter is
connected to an AC grid (GSC3) and the two other power converter are
connected to a second AC area (GSC1 and GSC2), considering an electrical
distance between them in the grid side, represented as an AC line. In the
studied case, the AC grids are modelled as The´venin equivalent nodes. A
sketch of the system can be seen in Figure 7.9. The parameters used in the
simulations can be seen in Table 7.1.
From the operation point of view, GSC1 and GSC2 are connected to the
same grid working as a unique area. Power converters and the secondary
control are communicated each 20s. In the plotted results, the communica-
tion instant is indicated with a circle com. This time can be lower but has
been selected at a higher value in order to demonstrate the viability of the
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Parameter Value Units
Cable resistance 0.01 Ω/km
Cable inductance 0.1 mH/km
Power converter capacitance (including cable) 150 µF
Cable 1 length 100 km
Cable 2 length 20 km
Cable 3 length 90 km
Current loop time constant (τil) 0.01 s
Droop controller gain 0.1 A/V
Maximum droop value for rectifiers Emax−r 165 kV
Maximum droop value for inverters Emax−i 152.4 kV
Wind farm lower voltage limit EminWF 159 kV
wind farm higher voltage limit EmaxWF 165 kV
Proportional gain power controller Kp−pp 5×10−7 V/W
Integral gain power controller Ki−pp 3.5×10−5 V/(Ws)
Low pass filter cut-off frequency 15000 Hz
Wind farm inertia time constant (Jwf ) 3 s
Wind farm electrical time constant (τele) 0.01 s
AC short-circuit power 700 MW
AC voltage 220 kV
AC line resistance Rac 5 Ω
AC line inductance Lac 50.8 mH
AC line 1 resistance Rac1 1.3 Ω
AC line 1 inductance Lac1 10.2 mH
Table 7.1: Parameters of the simulated scenario
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Converter Initial power Final power Behaviour
GSC2 30 MW 70 MW Inverter
GSC3 40 MW 80 MW Rectifier
Table 7.2: Initial and final power for the change of reference scenario
system operation in unfavourable scenarios. In the following example, the
DC redispatch changes the GSC3 original active power set point (P ter3 ) sent
from the tertiary control (P ter3 ) in order to assume the power variation due
to the wind variability.
7.4.1 Change of reference
In the first scenario, a power reference change is simulated. At time instant
t=120 s, a new power reference is sent to two grid side converters. The power
changes are described in the Table 7.2. Figs. 7.11–7.10 show the voltage
and the power. The actual values of the grid connected power converters
are plotted in solid line and reference values in dashed line.
In the initial time instant t=0 s, the system follows the references shown
Table 7.2. The real power is equal to the reference power and an equilibrium
voltage points are reached. At time instant t=120 s, new power references
are sent to the GSC1 (inverter) and GSC3 (rectifier). As can be seen in
Figure 7.10 the power transmitted over the DC grid increases by 40 MW.
The dynamics of the system show the typical first order response with a time
constant of 1.2s which has been chosen as response time for the secondary
controller. Depending on the grid requirements, this time constant can be
decreased or increased. It can also be observed that the remote secondary
controller is adjusting the GSC3 reference to accommodate the wind power
variations (difference between the references sent by the tertiary control
reference P terGSC∗ and the adjusted reference PGSC∗ in Figure7.10).
Focusing on the power reference change, it is clear from Figure 7.11, that
the actual voltages before and after the power reference change are relatively
similar. The biggest change can be observed in the voltage offsets which are
changed as a result of the secondary control action, aiming at achieving the
new power references. Furthermore, it can be noted that the GSC3 power
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Figure 7.10: Power evolution during a reference change.
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Figure 7.11: Voltage evolution during a reference change.
reference is adapted by the remote secondary action depending on the power
injected by the wind farm. Figure 7.12 shows the poles and zeros map of
the simulated system. It can be observed that the system is stable because
all the poles are in the right hand side plane.
7.4.2 Power Converter Outage
In the second scenario, the grid side power converter, GSC1, experiences an
outage at time instant t=10 s. Figs. 7.13–7.14 show the voltage and the
power in the MT-HVDC grid.
Before the outage, power converter GSC1 inverts 50 MW, GSC2 inverts
25 MW, GSC3 rectifies 20 MW and the wind farm generates around 50 MW.
Losses are assumed by the rectifying unit. At time instant t=40.5s, GSC1
is disconnected and the HVDC system power balance is not in equilibrium.
Immediately after the fault, the droop action stops the voltage from rising
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Figure 7.12: Poles and zeros map for the simulation scenario 1
and as a result GSC3 immediately reduces the rectified power and GSC2
increases the inverted power. After that, the secondary controllers start to
move the system droop offsets. At time instant t=45 s, GSC2’s secondary
control is saturated at the maximum limit and the control acts as a droop
with a fixed voltage offset.
Between time instants t=45 s and t=50 s, the rectifier unit GSC3 increases
the droop offset until the power reference is achieved. At instant t=55 s,
the system is working at a new equilibrium point (constant values of E∗)
with a saturated droop characteristic at the inverter side (GSC2) and a non-
saturated droop offset at the rectifier side (GSC3). This scenario shows that
the system can work without issues or instabilities in this operation point.
It can be observed that the reference of the disconnected GSC1 goes to the
Emin−i threshold and the wind farm power reduction is not needed. After
the time instant t=60 s, new power references considering the outage are
sent. These new references match with the previous equilibrium point as far
as the power converters were no saturated.
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Figure 7.13: Voltage evolution during a reference change.
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7.5 Conclusion
A new control structure for MT-HVDC grids has been presented. The pre-
sented scheme consist of a primary, a secondary and a tertiary control similar
to the traditional AC grid controls. The primary control is in charge of the
DC voltage stability. The secondary control allows us to achieve a given
power setpoints, also after a contingency. The tertiary control permits a
power scheduling regarding the AC and DC system.
The objective of the proposed control hierarchy is to provide a method
that can be implemented in hybrid AC/DC systems with multiple converters
connected to different AC and DC systems. The method is HVDC vendor-
neutral. The methodology is expected to be well-accepted by industry as
it is similar to existing AC control structures. As such, this method could
serve as a base for schemes to be introduced into AC/DC grid codes. It is
important to note that although the structure is similar to the AC control
structures, the time constants differ significantly, specifically those of the
inner loops. The operational points of the proposed method, under normal
and converter outage have been described. Simulation scenarios, including
a power converter disconnection show the validity of the proposed control
method for MT-HVDC system.
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Chapter 8
Control of a squirrel cage-based wind
farm with a single power converter.
8.1 Introduction
Current wind farm are mainly based in Doubly Fed Induction Machine
(DFIG) [64] or Permanent Magnet Synchronous Machine (PMSM) with full
power converter [65]. These wind turbine concepts require a power con-
verter for each wind turbine. From economics and reliability point of view
[66, 67, 68], individual power converters for each wind turbine could be elim-
inated and a cluster of wind turbines could be controlled with a single VSC
converter. Some authors have proposed this scheme using asynchronous
[69, 67] and synchronous generators [70, 71].
The present chapter presents a control scheme for a wind turbine cluster
with squirrel cage induction generators connected to a single VSC-HVDC.
Comparing the SCIG wind turbine cluster to the synchronous generators
concept presented in [70, 71], the SCIG wind turbine cluster can show more
reduced cost and improved stability. The proposed configuration can be
used in wind farms composed of multiple clusters of multiple wind turbines,
and for entire offshore wind farms connected to the main grid using HVDC
(where the power converter is already needed). Also, the proposed structure
could be suitable to adapt constructed SCIG-based land wind farm, adding
a back-to-back power converter to inject the power to the grid. The main
advantage of the proposed configuration compared to classic wind turbines
with individual power converter is that as no power converter is required
for the individual wind turbines, the cost can be reduced and reliability
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increased. The chapter proposes a control scheme which extends the vector
control of SCIG to a wind turbine cluster. The proposed vector control
improves the dynamic performance of [69], where a scalar control was used
for a SCIG wind turbine cluster. The proposed control scheme is based on
computing the optimum electrical frequency depending on the different wind
speeds and regulating the wind turbine cluster average mechanical speed by
controlling the wind turbine cluster active and reactive power using vector
control.
On the other hand, offshore wind farms connected by means of a HVDC
require fault ride-through capability, which requires fast power reduction of
the wind farms when a fault occur. Power reduction methods[72] can be
designed using large resistances in VSC-HVDC to dissipate the excess of
power, using fast communication systems to reduce the torque in the wind
turbines or modifying the wind farm grid voltage or frequency to reduce
the electrical power in the VSC. In the proposed scheme, the VSC-HVDC
converter controls the active and reactive power of the wind turbine cluster,
allowing to reduce the active power rapidly without needing resistances to
dissipate the power excess. The reduction of the electrical power implies the
need for a mechanical power reduction in each wind turbine which can be
provided by the pitch control system by limiting the wind turbine speed.
8.2 Optimal average mechanical speed for wind farms
In [71], an optimal electrical frequency ω was computed for a synchronous
generator based wind farm considering that for this type of machine, the
turbine speed ωt is related to the electrical frequency as ωt =
ω
PNmult
where
P is the pole pairs number and Nmult is the gearbox multiplication factor
of the wind turbine.
In order to extend the same principle to a induction SCIG based wind
turbine cluster, it is appropriate to compute the optimal average mechani-
cal speed instead of the grid frequency, due to the asynchronous nature of
induction generators.
As discussed in [71], the total power Pwf generated by a wind farm com-
posed ofNwt identical wind turbines can be expressed as Pwf =
1
2ρA
∑Nwt
i=1 CP (λi)v
3
wi
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where A is the surface swept by the turbine blades, vwi is the wind speed of
the turbine i and CP (λi) is the so called power coefficient which is a func-
tion of the so called tip speed ratio λi. The tip speed ratio is defined as the
relation between the speed of the tip of the blades and the speed of the wind
λ , ωtRvw where R is the radius of the turbine.
Cp(λ) can be expressed as a polynomial of degree Npol and coefficients aj :
Cp(λ) =
Npol∑
j=0
ajλ
j =
Npol∑
j=0
aj
(ωtiR)
j
vjw
(8.1)
As the generator mechanical speed is related to the turbine speed by
ωmi = Nmultωti, the power generated by each turbine i can be expressed as:
Pwt−i =
1
2
ρAv3wi
Npol∑
j=0
aj
(
ωmiR
Nmultvwi
)j
(8.2)
The power extracted by the whole cluster can be obtained as the sum of the
power generated by each turbine. Rerranging the terms, the total generated
power can be put as a function of the average generator mechanical speed
ωm =
∑
i ωmi/Nwt:
Pwf =
1
2
ρA
Nwt∑
i=1
Npol∑
j=0
aj
(
R
Nmult
)j
ωjmv
3−j
wi (8.3)
The optimal average generator speed ω∗m can be calculated by finding the
roots of the derivative of the total generated power as a function of the
average speed:
dPwf
dωm
= 0⇒
Npol∑
j=1
bjω
j−1 = 0 (8.4)
where bj , 12ρAjaj
(
R
PNmult
)j∑Nwt
i=1 v
3−j
wi .
Solving (8.4), Npol − 1 solutions are found. The obtained real solutions
can be substituted in the total power equation (8.3) in order to determine
which one corresponds to the absolute maximum.
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8.3 Wind turbine cluster grid with a single power
converter
The proposed concept can be used in an entire offshore wind farm (Fig-
ure 8.1) or in a wind turbine cluster (Figure 8.2). In both case, it consists
of a set of wind turbines equipped with SCIG and a single VSC handling
all the power captured by the wind turbine cluster (or wind farm). Each
turbine is connected to the cluster AC grid by means of a transformer. This
configuration permits to operate at variable frequency and thus tracking the
optimal average mechanical speed ω∗m introduced in the previous section. In
the case of an entire wind farm with a single power converter, the power
contributed by each turbine is gathered in a common connection point and
transferred via a main transformer to the VSC-HVDC. The power is then
transmitted through an HVDC submarine cable interfaced to the main AC
grid by a VSC-HVDC inverter.
In the case of a wind turbine cluster, each cluster VSC collects the cluster
power. A DC grid is necessary to collect the power from all the clusters and
boost the voltage by means of a DC/DC converter to the required HVDC
voltage level.
Although the proposed concept can be applied both to an entire wind
farm or to a cluster of wind turbines, an entire wind farm is analysed in the
present chapter. The results obtained could be extended to a configuration
with multiple clusters.
8.3.1 Wind turbine cluster grid
The VSC can independently control the active and reactive power, which
are related to the torque and the magnetising current of each generator,
respectively. This is done by applying an appropriate voltage vabcc to control
the currents iabcc flowing through the converter. The converter voltage v
abc
c
and the generator voltages vabcsi (for i = 1 · · ·Nwt) are related by the wind
farm voltage equation which can be derived for any particular configuration
using standard circuit analysis tools.
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Figure 8.1: Proposed offshore wind farm grid with a single power converter
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Figure 8.2: Proposed offshore wind farm grid based on multiple wind turbine
clusters with a single power converter
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8.3.2 Wind turbine driven SCIG
The wind turbine cluster is comprised of Nwt wind turbines equipped with
SCIG and a variable pitch system. The electrical generator is coupled to
the wind rotor using a gearbox. The pitch system allows the regulation of
the power captured by each turbine in high wind speed, when the rotational
speed or the power generated reaches a given power or speed limit value
[73, 74].
The electrical equations for each generator i can be written in the so-called
synchronous reference frame [75] as

vsq,i
vsd,i
0
0
 =

Rs Lsω 0 Lmω
−Lsω Rs −Lmω 0
0 Lmsω Rr Lrsω
−Lmsω 0 −Lrsω Rr


isq,i
isd,i
irq,i
ird,i

+

Ls 0 Lm 0
0 Ls 0 Lm
Lm 0 Lr 0
0 Lm 0 Lr
 ddt

isq,i
isd,i
irq,i
ird,i
 , (8.5)
where vsq,i and vsd,i are the stator voltages, vrq,i and vrd,i are the rotor
voltages, s is the generator slip (s , 1− Pωm/ω), Ls and Lr are the stator
and rotor inductances, Rr and Rs are the rotor and stator resistances and
Lm is the magnetising inductance.
The torque developed by the generator is given by
Γi =
3
2
L2m
Lr
(imd,iisq,i − imq,iisd,i) , (8.6)
where the magnetising currents imq,i and imd,i depend on the stator and
rotor currents as follows
imq,i = isq,i +
Lr
Lm
iqr,i (8.7)
imd,i = isd,i +
Lr
Lm
idr,i (8.8)
Using a single mass model, the mechanical dynamic behaviour is governed
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by
dωm,i
dt
=
1
J
(
Pwt,i
ωm,i
− Γi
)
, (8.9)
where J is the total turbine inertia.
8.4 Proposed control scheme
The control strategy for the proposed single converter wind farm configura-
tion is shown in Figure 8.3. The onshore and the offshore converters have
different controllers. The objective of the onshore controller is to ensure a
stable voltage at the DC bus during the power transmission through the
HVDC link and to provide reactive power to the main grid in case of faults
[76], whereas the aim of the offshore controller is to regulate the power cap-
tured by the entire wind farm. No fast communication systems is required,
the HVDC voltage measurement is used to ensure stable operation.
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8.4.1 Onshore VSC control
The control strategy in the onshore converter is a cascade configuration with
two controllers commonly found in VSC. The power converter can control
the active and reactive power injected into the grid [42] independently. The
active power reference is calculated according to the DC bus voltage using
a droop controller [77]. The reactive power reference can be obtained either
from a reference signal provided by the transmission system operator or from
an AC voltage controller.
As usual, the control of the onshore converter includes limitations on the
current references with the aim of avoiding the activation of the over-current
protections. The converter can operate in this current limitation mode dur-
ing severe voltage faults in the AC grid, when the voltages drop and currents
rise trying to maintain the transfer of power. During the operation in cur-
rent limitation mode, the power transmission capability of the converter is
reduced and the DC voltage may increase if the power coming from the wind
farm is not decreased.
8.4.2 Offshore VSC control
The offshore control consists of two controllers in cascade as illustrated in
Figure 8.3. The inner current loop acts on the electric variables of the gen-
erators and the outer speed loop acts on the average mechanical speed ωm.
This last controller produces the current reference i∗cq in order to maintain
the mechanical speed at the desired value ω∗m.
Current loop The purpose of this controller is to control the magnetising
current and the total torque developed by the wind farm. The proposed
controller is based on the flux-oriented vectorial control algorithm for a single
SCIG [78, 79]. In this control scheme, the synchronous reference frame angle
is chosen so that it matches the angle of the magnetising current, that is,
imd ≡ 0. Consequently, im = icd and the torque can be controlled by varying
the icq current.
The controller design starts from the SCIG stator equations (8.5) summing
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the currents of each generator, i.e.,
icd =
Nwt∑
i=1
icq,i, icq =
Nwt∑
i=1
icd,i,
imq =
Nwt∑
i=1
imq,i, imd =
Nwt∑
i=1
imd,i.
Then, the aggregated SCIG model is governed by
vcd = Lt
dicd
dt
+Rticd + ωmicqLt, (8.10)
vcq = Lt
dicq
dt
+Rticq − ωmicdLt − L
2
m
Lr
imd (8.11)
where Lt = (Ls − L
2
m
Lr
+ Ll), Ls is the equivalent electrical grid impedance,
Rt = Rs+Rl, and Rl is the electrical resistance of the wind farm grid. In this
aggregated wind farm model, inductances and resistances of the individual
SCIG are divided by the number of wind turbines Nwt [80].
The previous model can be decoupled using the average mechanical speed
and assuming that the magnetising currents are constant. To this end, the
decoupling terms are added to controller outputs vˆcq and vˆcd, that is,
vcd = vˆcd + ωmicdLt
vcq = vˆcq − ωmicqLt − L
2
m
Lr
imd
After this change of variables, equations (8.10-8.11) become
vˆcd = Lt
dicd
dt
+Rticd, (8.12)
vˆcq = Lt
dicq
dt
+Rticd. (8.13)
Once the system is decoupled, a PI controller can by tuned according to the
IMC methodology [16]. Proportional and integral terms are given by
kp−sc =
Lt
τsc
, ki−sc =
Rt
τsc
,
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respectively, where τsc is the desired time constant of the closed loop system.
As mentioned before, the synchronous reference frame angle is chosen
to match the magnetising field of the induction machine. Since this angle
cannot be measured, it can be calculated from the stator flux pulsation
ωs =
−isdLr
Rrimd
(8.14)
where the magnetising current imq is obtained from
imd =
∫
Rr
Lr
(isq − imd) dt (8.15)
The references for the current loop are imposed by the outer loop and
the magnetising current required by the induction machine. The reference
i∗cq is calculated from torque reference Γ∗ provided by the speed controller
according to the expression
i∗cq =
2
3
LrNwf
imdL2m
Γ∗ (8.16)
The reference i∗cd is given by
i∗cd =
VnNwf
Lmω
(8.17)
where Vn is the nominal phase-to-line voltage of the SCIG.
Speed loop This is the higher level and its purpose is to control the average
rotational speed of the all wind turbines in the cluster (or farm) and thus
regulating the total power capture. The difference between the average
mechanical speed ωm and the reference ω
∗
m are entered in a PI controller to
produce a reference torque Γ∗.
The PI control law
Γ∗ = Kn(ω∗m − ωm +
1
τn
∫
(ω∗m − ωm) dt)
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is designed according to [81]
Kn =
Jag
2τ
, τn = ντ,
where Jag =
NwtJ
(PNmult)
2 is the aggregated equivalent inertia of the whole wind
farm, τ is the time constant of the current loop and ν is a speed factor
usually chosen as ν > 20.
The sample time in the outer loop is larger than in the inner loop. This
ensures that there is sufficient time to transmit the measurements of the
rotational speed and the estimations of the wind speed from each turbine to
the controller and compute the reference ω∗m.
Depending on the operation of the wind turbine cluster (or farm), the
speed control will seek different objectives:
• In normal operation mode and low wind speed, estimations of the ef-
fective wind speed Vi and measurements of the mechanical speed ωm,i
at each wind turbine are sent to the central control. With this in-
formation, the central control computes the average mechanical speed
reference ω∗m as described in Section 2 and feeds it into the speed
controller, which adjusts the torque developed by the SCIG. Thus,
the average mechanical speed are regulated in order to achieve the
maximum power capture. While the system is pursuing the maximum
power capture objective, the pitch angle is kept constant at its optimal
value βo since the power is below the rated value. In high wind speeds,
the offshore controller changes the maximum power capture objective
for the aim of keeping the mechanical speed and the power under the
limits imposed by the physical limitations of the wind turbines. The
pitch controllers of each turbine are used in this circumstance to reg-
ulate the power captured by the turbine around the rated value.
• Under fault operation the capability to transfer power of the HVDC
link is reduced. In this situation, it is necessary to reduce the power
transferred from the wind farm in order to avoid over-voltages in the
DC link. The offshore controllers deal with this task by reducing the
torque reference and thus reducing the power captured by the wind
farm. The offshore converter detects the fault when the DC voltage
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exceeds a threshold Emin1 . When this conditions occurs, the torque
reference Γ∗ is modified, substracting the reduction torque Γ∗red =
Γ∗KWF (E1 − Emin1 ) where E1 is the DC voltage in HVDC terminals.
KWF can be designed as KWF =
1
Emax1 − Emin1
where Emax1 is the
maximum voltage permitted.
8.4.3 Wind turbines pitch control
The proposed control scheme of the wind turbine used is shown in Figure
8.4. The pitch control can be acted by the rotational speed or the nominal
power. The power-based control is used in normal conditions when the wind
speed is higher than the nominal and the captured mechanical power needs
to be reduced. The speed-based control is used when the rotational speed is
increased, for example due to the electrical power reduction for a AC voltage
sag. The maximum value between the both output controllers is used.
controller
vsabc_im_iω isabc_ivw_i
Wind
Turbineθpitch_i
SCIG
Wind turbine
Communication Bus 
Figure 8.4: Wind turbine and control scheme of the studied fix speed wind
turbine
8.5 Simulation results
The proposed control scheme has been evaluated by simulations in the case
of an offshore wind farm of 100 wind turbines. The wind turbines have been
aggregated in four groups of 25 turbines each. It is assumed that all the wind
turbines of a group face the same wind profile, while the different groups
can face different winds. An average model is used for the VSC-HVDC.
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The parameter values of the wind turbines, generators and gearboxes can
be found in Appendix.
Three different scenarios have been considered. The first scenario corre-
sponds to normal operation using four different wind series for each wind
turbine group. The second scenario simulates an increasing wind profile
that covers the full operating range of the wind turbines. The third scenario
analyzes the effects of a voltage sag in the main AC grid, which causes a
voltage drop of 85% deep at the point of common connection in the onshore
VSC-HVDC. The parameters using for the simulations are
• Power coefficient parameters (Cp): c1 = 0.5, c2 = 116, c3 = 0.4,c4 = 0,
c5 = 0, c6 = 5, c7 = 21, c8 = 0.08, c9 = 0.035.
• Wind turbine parameters: ρ = 1.125 Kg/m3, R = 39 m, It = 3.6 ·
106 kgm2, Ts = 0.25 s.
• SCIG parameters: Vn = 690 V, nnominal = 1530 min−1, Pn = 2 MW,
Xs = 0.075 pu, Rs = 0.048 pu, Xr = 0.12 pu, Rr = 0.018 pu, Xl =
3.8 pu.
• DC Grid parameters: V = ±75 kV, RDC = 0.05 Ω, LDC = 0.005 H,
CDC = 200 µF.
• AC Grid parameters: Vac = 90 kV, Scc = 600 MVA, X/R = 10.
The currents are represented in absolute value.
8.5.1 Normal operation in low wind speeds
8.5 shows the simulation results corresponding to the first scenario, where
the wind farm is operating in optimum power capture as described in previ-
ous sections. The wind profiles faced by each group and the electrical power
produced by the entire wind farm can be observed in 8.5a and 8.5b, respec-
tively. The rotational speed of each group along with the average speed
are showed in 8.5c and 8.5d. Notice in the zoomed plot that each group is
operating close to the average mechanical speed ωm.
8.5e shows the power coefficient CP for each group. It can be observed
that the energy capture is close to the maximum (CmaxP = 0.41) when the
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wind profiles are similar. As expected, the capture decreases when the wind
speeds at each group present significant differences.
The currents and the corresponding references are plotted in 8.5f. Note
that i∗cd remains constant as it is related to the magnetising current of the
induction machines whereas the i∗cq is related to the desired torque and
therefore varies according to the speed reference.
8.5.2 Normal operation during an increasing wind profile
8.6 presents the response of the system to an increasing wind speed profile
faced by each group (8.6a). With this wind profile, the power evolves from
around 40 MW to the rated power 200 MW (see 8.6b). It can be observed in
Figure 8.6c that the wind turbines reach the rotational speed limit at around
13 s. When the rated rotational speed is reached, the controllers leave the
maximum power capture objective and seek to maintain the rotational speed
close to the rated value 1500 min−1. The pitch angle of each group starts
to increase at around 25 s in order to maintain the power close to the rated
value (8.6e). Notice that the pitch controllers act locally in each group and
therefore they become active at different times. In 8.6e, the pitch control
in the groups 1 and 3 become active first since they are exposed to higher
wind speeds than the groups 2 and 4 .From 8.6b, it can be observed that
the rotational speeds in each group slightly exceed the rated value at 13 s.
The converter currents and the corresponding references are plotted in 8.6f.
8.5.3 Operation under fault operation
In 8.7, the behaviour of the proposed scheme during a severe voltage fault
in the AC grid is evaluated. In particular, 8.7 shows simulation results cor-
responding to a three-phase voltage sag of 85% deep in the nominal voltage,
starting at 5 s and ending at 5.5 s. In this circumstance, the converter is
not capable of transferring to the grid all the power captured by the wind
farm without exceeding the current limits. The power excess is stored in the
HVDC link capacity and the voltage E1 starts to rise, as it can be seen in
8.7b. The system enters in fault operation mode when the voltage at the DC
bus reaches the threshold Emin1 = 167 kV. In this mode, the torque reference
is modified with the aim of reducing the energy capture. This reduction of
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Figure 8.5: Simulation results corresponding to the normal operation sce-
nario in low wind speed
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Figure 8.6: Responses to an increasing wind speed profile (normal operation)
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the torque reference causes an increment of the rotational speed in all groups
and a decrement in the CP and in the captured power (see 8.7c, 8.7d and
8.7e). In this example, the reduction of the torque reference is so severe that
the pitch controllers also must assist in the reduction of the energy capture
(8.7f). This correction acts on the voltage loop which operates at a larger
sample time (0.25 s), this is the cause of the stepped shape of the electrical
power and the DC voltage signals.
Once the voltage sag vanishes, the onshore and offshore converters return
to work in normal operation mode. The power coefficients rises to the max-
imum values and the voltage at the DC bus E1 returns to the rated value.
Also, the mechanical speed of each wind turbines and the captured power
return to the nominal values after a transient of approximate 2 s.
8.6 Conclusion
A wind farm control scheme for wind turbine clusters or wind farms equipped
with SCIG connected to an unique power converter has been presented.
The proposed control scheme is an extension of the classic vector control
for a single induction machine, but applied to wind turbine cluster or to
an entire wind farm. The proposed control scheme allows the regulation
of the average torque and speed of the aggregated wind turbine cluster (or
farm). Active power extraction is regulated according to the variation of the
electrical frequency. A fast power reduction method is also included in order
to guarantee the fault ride-through capability of the proposed scheme. The
presented model has been tested with dynamics simulations under different
conditions: normal operation, winds speeds increase and a deep voltage sag
in the main AC grid.
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Chapter 9
Conclusions
The thesis has covered different aspects for the multiterminal-HVDC systems
development. The various pretend to allow the system operation under
normal operation and fault conditions and provide full integration with the
AC grids ensuring the system stability and the power flow controllability.
The thesis has addressed voltage control in Chapter 2 and the multiter-
minal HVDC system operation in Chapter 3. A droop-based control scheme
has been tested satisfactorily in an experimental platform designed for this
purpose in Chapter 4.
The power generation reduction is a crucial issue for MT-HVDC grids.
When a contingency takes place, all the generated power might not be in-
jected to the main AC grid and the generated power needs to be reduced.
As power converter based systems have a very reduced inertia compared to
traditional AC systems, this power reduction must take place almost instan-
taneously a combined power reduction method based on an HVDC-DBR
and a wind farm generated power reduction is proposed in Chapter 5. The
advantage of the proposed system is the short faults are controlled by means
of the HVDC-DBR and if the fault last more than some seconds the power
generated by the wind turbine is decreased.
Previous works on weak grids have indicated that classic control struc-
tures are not suitable for VSC connected to weak grids. Chapter 6 has
introduced the weak grid phenomena and has analysed the system response
considering a vector current control approach. The conclusions from this
study have pointed out that the main problem of weak grids is their pro-
nounced non-linear behaviour. This non-linearity is due to the high voltage
angle between the VSC and the PCC. The solution proposed in this thesis
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is based on current vector control and implemented using a gain-scheduled
linear controller, which allows to connect a VSC to a weak grid controlling
the transferred active power and the voltage at the PCC. The system has
been tested by means of simulations that show a positive and stable control
performance.
DC voltage control ensures the system stability, but not the power flow
that is the final long-term control objective for the TSO. For this reason,
a hierarchical power flow control is presented in Chapter 7. The proposed
control modifies the primary control set-points allowing the desired power
flow in the DC system. The control performance has been checked by means
of simulations.
The use of new technologies as HVDC allows new wind farm layouts and
configurations. An example of this new configurations is an offshore wind
farm equipped with wind turbines based on SCIG where the whole wind
farm is controlled by means of the HVDC converter. This structure allows
an increase in the system efficiency and the reliability of the system by
eliminating the intermediate power converters. In this system, the optimal
power extracted from the wind in controlled changing the electrical frequency
of the AC by the HVDC converter. In chapter 8 a new control procedure for
the mentioned wind farm structure based on vector control is investigated.
9.1 Future Work
From this thesis future research lines have arisen, which appear listed below.
Regarding the operation modes and the experimental platform explained in
Chapter 4:
• Implementation of the power reduction method described in Chapter
5.
• Implementation of the weak grid control of a VSC connected to a weak
grid commented in Chapter 6.
• Implementation of hierarchical control proposed in Chapter 7.
Regarding the proposed power reduction methods in Chapter 5:
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• Extension of the control design to MT-HVDC systems.
Regarding the proposed weak grid control presented in Chapter 6:
• Study of the proposed control behaviour during the AC faults and
voltage sags.
• Study of the interaction of the proposed controller with others VSC in
an HVDC grid.
• Study of the control interaction with weak grids with synchronous
generators.
Regarding the proposed hierarchical control for MT-HVDC systems pre-
sented in 7:
• Study of other primary control implementations in the hierarchical
structure.
• Proposal a tertiary control based on an OPF.
Regarding the control procedure described in Chapter 8:
• Investigation of a sensorless control procedure.
• Investigation of the control with a realistic turbine and cable layout.
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